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1 INTRODUCTION 
Flatness defects are one of the major problems 
encountered in strip rolling. Their origin is out-of-
bite stress gradients resulting in buckling in the 
compressive stress areas. Depending on the stress 
component involved and the location of compressive 
areas, waves in the longitudinal, transverse or 
oblique directions can be found, at diverse locations 
(Long edge / centre, quarter-buckles… see figure 1). 
In turn, these pre- and post-bite stress gradients have 
their origin in the differential elongation due to the 
combination of incoming strip crown and work roll 
(WR) active profile. The latter is a combination of 
grinding crown, thermal crown, and elastic roll stack 
and stand deformation. 
During the rolling process, the strip is under tension 
from coilers or neighbouring stands. Hence, defects 
can be more or less dissimulated, but can be 
measured through the heterogeneity of stress 
distributions: latent defect. The latter becomes a 
manifested defect, or a manifested defect may 
amplify, when the strip tension is relaxed.  
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration of flatness defects [1]. 
2 SCIENTIFIC STAKES 
The prediction of the occurrence and of the 
characteristics (wavelength, amplitude) of flatness 
defects is therefore a big challenge. A precise roll 
stack deformation model must be used; its input data, 
the strip / Work roll contact pressure field, must be 
accurate. This leads to favour thermo-mechanical, 
strip / roll stack coupled model. LAM3, a software 
developed by Cemef, Transvalor, Arcelor Research 
and Alcan [3], solves the strip elastic-viscoplatic 
ABSTRACT: The paper deals with flatness defects prediction in thin plates which appear during rolling. 
Their origin is the roll stack thermo-elastic deformation. The combination of the elastic deflection, the 
thermal crown and the roll grinding crown results in a non-parallel bite. If the transverse roll profile is not an 
affinity of the incoming strip profile, differential elongation results and induces high stresses in the outgoing 
strip. The latter combine with the imposed strip tension force, resulting in a net post-bite stress field which 
may be sufficiently compressive locally to promote buckling. A variety of non-developable shapes may result, 
generally occurring as waviness, and classified as flatness defects (center waves, wavy edges, 
quarterbuckles…). The purpose of the present paper is to present a coupled approach, following [1] : a simple 
buckling criterion is introduced in the FEM model of strip and roll deformation, LAM3 / TEC3 [2]. The post-
bite stress field is in much better agreement with experiments if this treatment is used, as will be 
demonstrated. 
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strain by 3D FEM, and the roll stack elastic 
deformation by semi-analytical models. 
It must be realized that defects are generally non- 
symmetric, neither in the vertical nor in the 
transverse direction, and non-steady state: waves 
formed at bite exit, in a region of large stress 
gradients due to fast reorganization of the velocity 
field, are transported with the material velocity. 
Moreover, manifested flatness defects imply 
thorough stress reorganization, because stresses 
always saturate in buckled areas. This complete 
rearrangement of the stress field in the post-bite strip 
can be viewed as a change in the boundary 
conditions of the plastic deformation in the bite. 
Hence, in-the-bite and out-of-bite stress fields may 
be strongly coupled. This makes questionable those 
models of flatness defects, in which a post-bite zone 
at some distance away from the roll gap is 
considered, where the stress field is quite moderate.   
The latter is first computed by an adequate FEM strip 
rolling model, then transferred to a structural, 
completely decoupled analytical or FEM model 
where buckling is analyzed [4] [5] [6]. 
A fully convincing model should therefore take into 
account all couplings: strip in the bite, buckling out-
of-bite, roll stack, with mechanical and thermal 
fields. At this stage, a simple steady-state coupled 
model has been used [1]; but in this case, due to the 
non-steady state character of the waves, only the 
occurrence of waves can be predicted with a certain 
degree of certainty, not their severity. 
3 SIMPLE COUPLED MODEL OF BUCKLING 
USED (COUNHAYE’S MODEL) 
Following [1], we have introduced in LAM3 (steady 
state version) a stress-relaxation algorithm when a 
simple plate buckling criterion is met : 
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E is Young's modulus, h the strip thickness, and δ the 
wavelength (assumed similar to the compressive 
stress area dimensions). Wherever a principal 
stresses  or  reaches , we assume buckling 
will shorten a material element in the corresponding 
direction by : 
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k is  a parameter presenting the ratio between the 
material “buckling stiffness” and the Young 
modulus. 
This decreases the strain sent back after each 
Newton-Raphson iteration to the constitutive model 
solver, and therefore the compressive stresses (and as 
a consequence, the stresses in the tensile area, to 
maintain mechanical equilibrium). This tends to 
force iteratively the stress field to respect the 
criterion. 
Remark: Ȝi (i = 1,2) can also been defined as a a 
deformation recovered by buckling, so it can be 
given by : 
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where  and iL
#
iL  are respectively the developed 
length of the buckled line and its projection on (x,y) 
plan. 
Although buckling does not occur at element scale, 
here it is treated locally on each element reaching the 
critical stress estimated in (1). However, despite the 
simplicity of this model, figure 2 shows, for 
particular rolling conditions (Table 1), that the 
impact of buckling on the final stress state is to bring 
it closer to experiments (tensiometer roll). 
Furthermore, we note an insignificant dependence of 
results on σc value. This supports the criterion (1) in 
spite of its simplicity.  
 
Figure 2. Comparison of stress profiles computed with and 
without accounting for stress relief by buckling, and measured 
in experiments [1] (far away enough from the bite). 
 
Friction law  Coulomb :  0.033=ȝ
width 851 mm 
Entry thickness 0.355 mm 
Looked thickness for 0.225 mm 
Upstream imposed tension 170 MPa 
downstream imposed tension 100 MPa 
Rolling velocity 22 m.s-1 
Work roll diameter 555 mm 
Behaviour law 
Young modulus E = 210 GPa 
Poisson ‘s ratio  0.3υ=
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Table 1. Simulated rolling operation description. 
4 GENERAL FEATURES OF THE STEADY-
STATE FINITE ELEMENT MODEL 
(LAM3/TEC3) 
The global algorithm of thermomechanical 
computing is presented in figure 3. As the steady 
state model requires an integration of the stress 
history along material streamlines, a structured mesh 
composed of hexahedral (8-node brick) elements is 
used. It consists of a series of cross sectional meshes 
(4-node quadrilateral elements) with identical 
topology, progressing in the rolling direction. The 
streamline updating step (of both free surface and 
internal nodes) ensures that lines of nodes are located 
on streamlines. 
Mesh, initialize contact
Compute v and state variables
Compute strip thermal field
Compute roll thermal field
Compute roll elastic displacement field
Update roll surface positions
Update streamlines
Test convergence 
(force, temperature, geometry)
Update contact
 
Figure 3. Global flow chart of the model. 
In the second step ("Compute velocity v and state 
variables") it is assumed that integration points as 
well as nodes are aligned along streamlines, so that 
the stress integration may be performed from 
integration point to integration point.  
In the iterative process pictured in figure 4, stress and 
strain are updated to respect the equilibrium equation 
on each integration point. At this stage, the simple 
buckling model has to be implemented in order to 
respect the buckling criterion given by (1) as exposed 
in figure 5. 
5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Several cases of steel and aluminium strip rolling 
were observed presenting comparable results. The 
case which was presented previously (table 1) has 
been reproduced in order to evaluate the validity of 
the model. 
Similar to results exposed on figure 2, figure 6 shows 
that considering buckling brings our results closer to 
experiments.  
As shown by figures 7 and 8, considering buckling 
does not change the contact stress in the bite (figure 
7), nor the rolled strip profile (figure 8). Hence, at 
this stage of this study the bite/out-of-bite coupling 
does not seem so necessary. Further work will be 
devoted to this point. 
Solve the non-linear  
equilibrium equations 
(standard Newton-Raphson)
Update state variables 
 (stress, strain)  
along streamlines
Test convergence 
(stable stress field)
(n+1)→n
 
Figure 4. Flowchart for velocity field and stress field 
computation. 
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Figure 5. Algorithm of coupling Lam3/tec3 with a steady state 
simple buckling model: εij and σij are respectively the strain 
increment tensor and the stress components, α defines the 
principal directions I and II in the laboratory reference frame. 
 
Figure 6. Longitudinal stress at enough distance away from the 
bite (case data: table 1) : σc =-10 MPa. 
 Figure 7. Centre line normal pressure in the bite (case data: 
table 1). 
 
Figure 8. Rolled strip geometry at the exit and the inlet of bite 
(case data: table 1). 
Therefore, a decoupled approach using a more 
sophisticated and general approach, the asymptotic 
numerical shell element model (ANM) [7], proves 
interesting. Several strip rolling cases have been 
modelled, one of them is presented in figure 9. The 
displayed strip shape at bite exit shows longitudinal 
stationary waves near the centreline. The ANM thus 
looks more promising, being a much more precise 
and predictive buckling model, in particular allowing 
modelling of post-buckling.  
 
Figure 9.  Uncoupled computed flatness defect for the case 
presented on table 1.  
6 CONCLUSIONS 
Lam3/Tec3 has been complemented with a simple 
buckling model, so that stresses are closer to 
experiments. Fortunately, the fact that the buckling 
has no influence on the bite, might avoid the difficult 
point of coupling Lam3/Tec3 (bite zone) and the 
ANM model. Yet, this finding has to be confirmed 
through numerical testing. Furthermore, if non 
stationary wavy edge defects are to be modelled 
completely, this coupling will probably prove 
necessary. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Without the knowledge of the effectiveness of the 
coefficient of friction (COF), the satisfactory operation 
of commercial rolling facilities is very difficult to 
achieve. Moreover, it may become more difficult to 
use mathematical models of the cold rolling process 
for engineering purposes [1-4].  
In the cold rolling process, friction along the arc of 
contact at the roll-strip interface is necessary for the 
transmission of deformation energy from the work 
rolls to the strip. If the frictional forces are too small, 
the peripheral speed of the roll will exceed the exit 
speed of the strip. In other words, the rolls will skid in 
this case. By contrast, larger coefficients will result in 
a forward or positive slip of the strip, in fact in such a 
case, the exit speed of the strip in excess of the 
peripheral speed of rolls.   
The surface quality of sheet is another property 
influenced strongly by the changes occurred in the 
COF; in general, the brightness of sheet increases as 
the effective COF increases and vice versa [5].  In 
other words, a high value of COF, by employing the 
poorer types of lubricants, enhances the luster of the 
rolled strip. However, with poor lubricants, detritus 
may become embedded in the rolls (i.e. roll pick-up). 
If this happens, it can degrade the appearance of rolled 
strip.  That is because, in case of high value of COF, 
e.g. employing poor lubricants, the rolls become worn 
through the processing of strip so that, if they are 
initially rough, they tend to become smoother. By 
contrast, when the COF is low, e.g. using good 
lubricants, of course, the wear rate is minimized. It 
should be mentioned that poor lubricity can also 
damage the work roll surface, resulting in forming a 
micro-uneveness of the work roll surface. This is 
attributed to different wear rates on the surface on a 
microscopic scale [6]. Therefore, a strong correlation 
exists between the general appearance of the rolled 
strip and the COF changes in the roll bite. 
Regarding the other rolling parameters, increasing the 
friction in rolling increases the degree of 
nonuniformity in the deformation zone of rolled stock, 
increases the rolling force and rolling power as well as 
the forward slip. The increased rolling force, attributed 
to the excessive friction in the roll bite, increases the 
frictional energy dissipation along the arc of contact as 
well as the bearing losses associated with the mill. To 
some extent, however, this increased energy supplied 
by spindles is offset by slightly increased throughout 
of the mill stand due to the increased forward slip of 
the strip as it emerges from the roll bite [7].  
In the present work, an attempt has been made to study 
the irregularities observed in friction conditions and 
friction hills during the industrial cold rolling of 
aluminum and steel. 
 
2. TECHNICAL PROCEDURE 
The Matroll software, developed by authors [8,9], 
is based upon years of practical and experimental 
observations from cold rolling of metal strips 
especially aluminium. This software has the capability 
to operate on windows since it is developed using 
Visual Delphi 6. During the software operation, the 
rolling equations pertaining to about 25 parameters are 
solved using a numerical approach.  
One of the significant features of the Matroll is 
that, contrary to the other models, none of input 
parameters owns presumed value. In other words, all 
ABSTRACT: Among the cold rolling parameters, the pressure distribution or friction hill within the roll gap is 
one of the most significant one. Almost all of the previous works in this regard are based on laboratory 
simulations rather than industrial mill conditions though the situations can be completely different. In this study, 
following determination the coefficient of friction (COF), the friction hills for the real industrial mills were 
obtained by Matroll software. After carrying out various industrial cold-roll passes on 3003 aluminum alloy and 
low carbon steel, the friction hills were plotted for industrial cases. The new findings indicate that there are 
some kinds of irregularities in the real industrial friction hills that are different from those reported for 
laboratory cases.  The results show that this happens when the COF values during industrial rolling are too low. 
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the rolling parameters are calculated or measured 
according to the constitutive equations of rolling 
theory. This led to the complexity as well as 
widespread of the algorithm used in Matroll software. 
To provide the accurate result, the real conditions of 
industrial rolling process are considered in the 
software. For example, as the strip rolling process is a 
plane strain deformation (i.e. no lateral spread), it was 
necessary as the first step to obtain the flow stress-
draught curves, so called S-r diagrams. To do this, the 
plain–strain compression tests (Ford test) were carried 
out. The results are then fed into the software as 
subprograms. For instance, to obtain the flow-stress of 
workpiece after a few passes, Matroll goes back to 
subprograms in order to calculate the equivalent 
reduction and then refers to S-r curve so as to 
determine the flow stress corresponding to the total 
reduction of workpiece. Therefore, the S-r curves, 
which are considered in Matroll, are of the most 
important requirements for simulating flat-rolled 
products. 
For saving the space, only are the characteristics of 
industrial mill for aluminium rolling mentioned here. 
These are as follows: 
 
Aluminum Mill:   Industrial four-high reversing mill 
Back up diameter:  1000 mm 
Work roll diameter: 400 mm 
Lubricant:       light mineral oil with 4% additives 
Entry and exit gauges: 7 mm and 0.3 mm respectively 
Rolling speed:      0 to 400 m/min 
 
Using Matroll software, the COF values and friction 
hills were obtained for many passes carried out on the 
industrial mills. These were done for rolling both 
aluminium alloy 3003 and low carbon steel. 
As for obtaining the COF, Avitzur [10] suggests 
the following equation. Compared to other methods to 
calculate the COF [11-16], this equation is believed 
that is more completed one, including more important 
parameters affecting the rolling process and COF.  
Avitzur’s equation used in Matroll is as follows:  
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Where ho and hf are respectively the entry and exit 
thicknesses, to and tf are also respectively the back and 
front tensions, R’ is the flattened roll radius and 2/√3σ 
is the flow stress of the strip being rolled. 
3 RESULTS 
The industrial amounts of COF determined by Matroll 
software for both aluminium and steel are summarized 
in Table I. The friction hills plotted also by Matroll 
software for industrial steel mills are shown in Figures 
1 to 3. As it is observed, for the passes that COF value 
is almost reasonable, the friction hills show their 
normal trend, whereas in cases that this amount is low, 
there are some kinds of irregularities in the pressure 
distribution curves.  It is interesting that the same 
happened for real industrial rolling of aluminium, 
Figures 4 to 6. Regarding the irregularities in friction 
hills, while the workpiece is being rolled, any 
instantaneous changes in rolling conditions that 
consequently results in lowering the COF values are 
most likely responsible for the observed abnormalities.  
Among these changes in the roll gap or deformation 
zone during rolling can be variations in lubricity 
conditions, roll temperatures or thermal crowns, roll 
bending, front and back tensions and roll force. To 
compensate for any of these changes, the operator 
should take measures so as to increase the effective 
COF, i.e. by varying the mentioned parameters in the 
way of increasing COF. 
 
Table I – The industrial amounts of COF determined by 
Matroll software. 
 PASS 1 PASS 2 PASS 3 
COF vales of Steel 0.048 0.027 0.025 
COF vales of Aluminum 0.052 0.022 0.031 
 
 
 
 
Fig.1. Friction hill for the first pass of steel rolling 
 
 
 
Fig.2. Friction hill for the second pass of steel rolling 
 
 
 
Fig.3. Friction hill for the third pass of steel rolling 
 
 
 
Fig.4. Friction hill for the first pass of aluminium rolling 
 
 
Fig.5. Friction hill for the second pass of aluminium rolling 
 
 
Fig.6. Friction hill for the third pass of aluminium rolling 
4 DISCUSSION 
Referring to Figures 2, 3, 5 and 6, the diagrams of 
pressure distribution (i.e. the friction hills) over the 
entry side of the arc of contact exhibit interesting 
features. As shown for curve 2 in Figure 7, in the entry 
zone, there is a segment over which the angles of 
contact are greater than the angle of friction, i.e. tan 
φ>µ. In other words, in this specific region, the friction 
hill is characterized by a fall rather than by a rise, i.e. a 
lower COF. By contrast, for curve 1 that represents the 
theoretical friction distribution, the changes in friction 
follow the general condition (tan φ<µ) along the whole 
contact arc. Therefore, the abnormal friction 
distribution (tan φ>µ) may take place at the beginning 
of the contact arc in a real industrial mill, i.e. in the 
entry zone of Figures 2, 3, 5 and 6.  These findings are 
in agreement with those reported by Tselikove [17]. 
Thus, it can be concluded here that the real pressure 
distribution or friction hill for an industrial level is not 
necessary the same as the theoretical or predicted one, 
at least for some cases. This is another finding that 
confirms, during industrial rolling, the COF is not 
constant over the whole arc of contact. 
 
 
Fig. 7.Depending theoretical friction hills on the friction angle; 
1) tan φ<µ along the whole contact arc, 2) tan φ>µ at the 
beginning of the contact arc [17]. 
If the frictional forces are considerably in excess of those 
corresponding to minimal frictional requirements, then 
difficulties may be encountered in obtaining satisfactory 
rolling conditions in that the rolling forces may be so 
large that employing roll bending gives the rolled strip a 
poor shape or an inadequate degree of flatness. 
Moreover, the dissipation of the excessive frictional 
energy may result in abnormally high roll and strip 
temperatures.  In the case of former, nonuniform heating 
of the rolls may affect the ease of attaining satisfactory 
rolled strip shape, whereas the latter may be detrimental 
with respect to the quality of the strip if used for the 
critical applications [9].  
In addition, increased friction also produces a more 
lustrous finish on the rolled strip, on account of the 
increased buffing action of the rolls on the strip surfaces.  
Regarding the general appearance of rolled strip 
(reflectivity, gloss, lustre or shininess etc.), one can 
conclude that the surface finish of the strip is, in part, 
dependent on changes in COF during rolling.  That is 
because, the changes in friction in the roll gap affects the 
amount of buffing the strip receives from the roll surface 
prior to its emergence from the roll bite.  
With respect to lubricity, the ability of a lubricant film to 
resist an applied pressure without rupture is defined as 
the lubricant film strength. During rolling, severe stresses 
may arise from roll flattening, thermal changes and wear.  
These can readily lead to rupturing the lubricant film.  
Consequently, a high value of COF is obtained because 
of direct contact between the roll surface and strip. By 
contrast, any change that occurs in the reverse direction 
tends to lower the COF during rolling.  Therefore, the 
load bearing capacity or the strength of lubricant film 
plays an important role in the COF provided in the roll 
gap [16]. 
Concerning the tensions, any change in the strip tensions 
during rolling, of course to some extent, can change the 
strip surface quality by affecting the COF values. This is 
due to the fact that the position of neutral point, and in 
turn the COF values, is affected by changes in the ratio of 
the back to the front strip tensions. It is believed that 
increasing this ratio during rolling moves the neutral 
point towards the exit plane, i.e. towards decreasing the 
COF that in turn results in a duller strip.  By contrast, 
decreasing the ratio has an inverse effect that tends to 
produce brighter strip, i.e. increasing the COF amounts 
by moving the neutral point in the opposite direction. 
5 CONCLUSIONS 
1. Irregularities were observed in friction hills of 
industrial rolling of steel and aluminium.  These happen 
when any changes in a given set of rolling conditions 
causes a decrease in COF. 
2. For the industrial passes that COF value is almost 
reasonable, the industrial friction hills show their normal 
trend, whereas in cases that this amount is low, there are 
some kinds of irregularities in the pressure distribution 
curves. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Since the introduction of high strength materials in 
modern production engineering, the group of metal 
forming techniques is facing great challenges. The 
common production processes are often not suitable 
to utilize the full potential which these materials 
may offer. This is due to the low material 
formability which results in ductile damage during 
the conventional forming process. It is known that 
compressive forming processes are better to those 
under tensile conditions as far as their forming 
capability is considered. The single particles of the 
material are under a mutual pressure during the 
deformation, which reduces the sensitivity of 
forming material towards of crack initiation and 
growth. 
Therefore, a promising new approach to enhance 
material formability is using superimposed 
hydrostatic pressure during the forming process 
which is achieved by means of a liquid active media 
ABSTRACT: Minimising a metallic component’s weight can be achieved by either using lightweight alloys 
or by improving the component’s profile properties. In both cases, the material formability affects the 
utilisability for mass production processes. Most of the high-strength materials show a material-restricted 
formability and are difficult to forge. The formability of a material is described by its maximum forming 
limit. Large plastic strains lead to mechanical damage within the material. The greater the tensile strength rate 
in relation to total tension rate, the faster raises the damage value. A promising approach of handling low 
ductile, high-strength alloys within a forming process is forming with a superimposed hydrostatic pressure by 
active means [1, 2, 3]. 
In preliminary examinations [4], the influence of superimposed hydrostatic pressure on the flow stress was 
analysed as well as the formability for different sample geometries at different hydrostatic pressure and 
temperature levels. The superimposed pressure has no influence on the plastic deformation, nor does a 
pressure dependent near-surface material hardening occur. Nevertheless, the formability increases with rising 
hydrostatic pressure. The relative gain at ambient temperature and an increase of the superimposed pressure 
from 0 bar to 600 bar for tested materials was at least 140 % and max. 220 %. Therefore, within the described 
project, it is intended to develop a cold forming process with superimposed pressure for forming structure 
components with selective properties. For example, the increase in formability is to be used to increase local 
plastic strains to higher limits resulting in higher local strain hardening and hardness. This offers new design 
possibilities with selectively adjusted local structure or structure component properties, especially adapted to 
their technical application. Additionally, by applying damage models, Finite-Element-Analysis is used in 
order to predict damage occurring within the cold forming process with superimposed hydrostatic pressure for 
various sample geometries. 
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such as oil [1, 2].  
2 BULK FORMING WITH SUPERIMPOSED 
HYDROSTATIC PRESSURE 
2.1 Basic tool concept 
In former projects [4] based on theoretical 
knowledge and experimental analysis, four 
aluminium alloys were investigated by using an 
innovative tool concept to demonstrate forming by 
active media. The fundamental principle of the 
developed forming tool, as shown in figure 1, is 
based on a cylinder (lower tool) and a ram which 
represents the upper tool. The ram moves down into 
the cylinder which is filled with an active media 
such as castor oil. 
Force F
p
p
Ram
Cylinder
Liquid medium
Controllable
hydrostatic pressure p
Sample
Heating sleeve
Seal ring
Force F
 
Fig. 1. The developed forming tool for forming with 
superimposed hydrostatic pressure 
When the ram passes the seal ring, a hydrostatic 
pressure is built up in the cylinder. Due to the 
movement of the ram, the oil is displaced through a 
pressure pipe. It is ensured that the pressure in this 
system will always remain constant all the time. As 
soon as the ram strikes the sample, the forming 
operation starts with superimposed hydrostatic 
compressive stresses. For forming operations at high 
temperatures, the cylinder and the castor oil will be 
heated up externally to the temperature of the 
sample. 
2.2 Improved tool concept for active superimposing 
pressures up to 2000 bar 
The lower the forming temperatures the higher the 
value of superimposed pressure has to be to gain a 
significant increase in formability [4]. For cold 
forming processes superimposed pressure levels up 
to 2000 bar are considered reasonable. The increase 
in formability will be used to induce large local 
plastic strains which lead to an increase in strain 
hardening. Therefore, based on figure 1 the tool 
concept was redesigned for superimposed pressures 
up to 2000 bar and complex geometries as shown in 
figure 2. 
To keep the expected hardening effects, the thermal 
activation processes have to be avoided by e.g. using 
the hydraulic circle for system cooling. Unlike the 
former passive pressure set-up concept the new tool 
system will be supplied by an external hydraulic 
power unit. 
Load cell
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Hydraulic
cylinder
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 drain
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Fig. 2. Redesigned tool concept for superimposing hydrostatic 
pressures up to 2000 bar 
The forming operation can be divided into the 
following steps: 
1. Inserting the sample  
2. Closing the tool system by pulling the closing 
plate using four hydraulic cylinders 
3. Setting-up superimposed hydrostatic pressure by 
an external hydraulic power unit 
4. Driving the ram down 
5. Running the forming operation 
6. Controlling the amount of superimposed pressure 
7. After finishing forming operation pressure release 
and evacuation of the tool system 
8. Backtrack of the ram, accompanied by 
backtracking the closing plate and 
9. Ejection of the workpiece. 
Because of the high pressure amounts of up to 
2000 bar, the sealing of the tool system is a 
challenge. To avoid dangerous leakage the sealing 
gap is limited to a maximum of 0.15 mm. The 
surface in the near area of the sealings has to be 
polished and of minimum 65 HRC.  
The demand on a high flexible tool is implemented 
by the modular tool design. It allows changing the 
workpiece geometry by using die inserts, which can 
be easily mantled into the basic dies. Some of the 
intended forming geometries for upsetting and 
lateral extrusion tests are shown in figure 3. 
 
Fig. 3. Forming geometries for lateral extrusion tests 
Besides, the ejector offers good handling of forming 
geometries with deep engravings and reduces the 
lifting bevels’ angles. 
By supplying the media pressure through various 
ducts in x, y, z-directions, the superimposed pressure 
can be obtained and maintained at the actual non-
contacted surfaces during forming operation. Also, 
the ducts are used for deaerating the system before 
setting-up hydraulic pressure. 
3 SIMULATION OF THE FORMING PROCESS 
Using FEA minimises the quantity of cost and time 
intensive empirical testing to verify and validate the 
tool concept and the forming process. Forming 
behaviour like material flow, form filling, forming 
laps and forming force can be predicted [5] as well 
as thermal and mechanical loads charging the tool. 
Supporting the tool design process FEA was used to 
simulate the forming process with various 
parameters such as different forming geometries, 
amounts of superimposed pressure and different 
aluminium alloys.  
Therefore, it was essential to develop a numerical 
model in order to simulate the superimposed 
hydrostatic pressure forming, and further be able to 
predict ductile damage during the process. 
Damage occurring during the forming operation can 
be predicted by several damage models [6] such as 
the Cockroft-Latham, Oh and Kobayashi, 
McClintock, Lemaitre etc. approaches. 
Here, the local damage value D is predicted by using 
a model, which uses the maximum principal stress 
( Tσ ) and the effective stress (σ ) as described in 
Equation 1 and 2. 
5.0, ≥= σσσσ TT ifD  (1) 
5.0,0 <= σσTifD  (2) 
The FE-model with the boundary conditions is 
shown in figure 4. The effect of hydrostatic pressure 
in the experiment is implemented in FE-model 
through normal pressure on each boundary element 
of the workpiece.  
Stamp
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Lower die
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Fig. 4. FE-model with boundary conditions 
Due to the high deformation of workpiece during the 
process, the remeshing was required. Therefore, in 
order to define the pressure boundary condition on 
the workpiece it was necessary to program 
subroutines which were used for get updated 
information of boundary nodes after every 
increment, and further to apply the required pressure 
boundary condition. The damage results for 
upsetting with and without superimposed hydrostatic 
pressure are shown in figure 5. 
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Fig. 5. Predicted damage for upsetting tests with (right) and 
without (left) superimposed pressure 
For upsetting damage occurs at 12.5 mm 
compression when forming without superimposed 
pressure. For a superimposed hydrostatic pressure p 
of 2000 bar there was no damage predicted until a 
faultless height hmin of 5 mm. 
For the extrusion geometry damage was predicted by 
FEA as well (see figure 6). Here, only some forming 
steps at the beginning of form filling are 
demonstrated. In further forming steps these cracks 
lead into forming gaps and yet cannot be displayed 
correctly by the FE-model. 
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Damage 
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Fig. 6. Predicted damage for extrusion tests with (bottom) and 
without (top) superimposed pressure 
Nevertheless, the positive effect on formability of 
the superimposed hydrostatic pressure on cold 
forming processes could be displayed by FEA also 
for the complex cross geometry. 
4 OUTLOOK 
The main objective of this research project is the 
development of a technically usable near net shape 
production process. In the future the fabrication of 
high complex components could be optimized by 
locally hardening effects induced by means of active 
media forming processes. Simultaneously, the 
numerical analysis is to be advanced, in order to 
reduce the number of experimental tests as well as 
the determination of optimal process parameters 
with the prediction of material failure and the 
expected local strain hardening. 
The strengthening achieved by selective induced 
strain hardening can additionally be used to reduce 
the number of processing steps as well as for 
“heatless hardening”. Through this, a more efficient 
use of energy resources is made possible. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
In order to reduce friction and to better control 
workpiece final roughness, most metal forming 
processes require mixed lubrication regime at tool 
work-piece interface [1].  The main peculiarity of 
the mixed lubrication regime is that the contact 
pressure between tools and workpieces is partly 
managed by the contact between asperities, and 
partly by the lubricant. The top of work-piece 
asperities are then upset by the tools, when the 
asperity sides are deformed by the pressurized 
lubricant.  
The mixed lubrication regime has been widely 
studied, more particularly in the field of cold rolling 
[2-4]. Recent studies were based on a coupling 
between fluid mechanic equations and a flattening 
asperity model [5,6]. The total pressure at the roll-
strip interface P is expressed as a function of the 
pressure at asperity tips Pa, the fluid pressure in the 
valley Pb and the real area of contact A: 
 
P = A.Pa + (1-A).Pb (1) 
 
The total pressure P is identified from equilibrium 
equations of the process. Relation between the 
pressure Pa and the real area of contact comes from 
flattening asperity models [7]. Fluid pressure Pb is 
identified by solving Reynolds equations along the 
contact surface. These analyses are very useful to 
compute the contact pressure along the roll bite, 
identify roll separating forces, lubricant film 
thickness and frictional stress, but can not determine 
with accuracy the shape of the deformed asperities, 
which are given by the flattening asperity model.  
The present paper deals with a sequential fluid-
structure weak coupling approach in order to 
circumvent the problem. The cold rolling model 
involves the strip with its asperities, the lubricant 
and the working roll. The strip asperities are 
modeled in 2D (trapezoidal shape in the present 
study). Reynolds equations are solved at the asperity 
level and lead to the evaluation of the fluid pressure 
acting on the asperity sides. Then solid finite 
element models, where the top of the asperity are in 
contact with the working roll and the fluid pressure 
is applied on asperity sides, are performed. Reynolds 
solving and finite element computations are 
performed on an asperity, from the entry to the exit 
of the roll bite. 
ABSTRACT: A sequential fluid-structure weak coupling approach is developed in order to compute the 
deformation of 2D asperities in mixed lubrication regime. The cold rolling model involves the strip with its 
asperities, the lubricant and the working roll. Reynolds equations are solved at the asperity level and lead to 
the evaluation of the fluid pressure acting on the asperity sides. Then solid finite element models, where the 
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2 THE ROLLING PROCESS 
The studied rolling process is used to reduce 
stainless steel strip from 3 to 0.49 mm. The rolling 
machine is a Sendzimir mill made up of two work 
rolls, four first intermediate rolls, six second 
intermediate rolls and height backup rolls. Work 
rolls have diameter lower than 100 mm. During the 
rolling process, a roll separating force (RSF) and a 
torque (C) are applied on the rolls to maintain 
pressure on the strip and to reduce its thickness. A 
rear tension (RT) and a front tension (FT) are 
applied on the strip in order to guide it correctly at 
the mill entry (figure 1). The peripheral roll speed 
ranges from 300 to 650 m/min. The forward slip 
ranges from 0 to 20%. Mineral oil is used as 
lubricant.  
The final thickness is obtained after 10 rolling 
passes, with reduction ration decreasing from 25% 
to 10%. 
The strip is shot blasted before cold rolling. The shot 
blasting is performed to clean the strip and provide a 
given initial roughness that facilitates the lubricant 
inflow through the roll gap. The initial arithmetical 
average roughness Ra is equal to 2.7 µm in the 
present work. 
 
 
Fig. 1. Overview of a Sendzimir type mill 
3 METHODOLOGY 
The roll bite is divided in a given number of “steps”. 
For each step, i.e. for each position of the asperity 
along the roll bites, a fluid-structure weak coupling 
is performed. The first solid finite element 
computation is run to compute the contact pressure 
at the strip/roll interface. No fluid pressure is applied 
on asperity sides. The resulting pressure values are 
used as initial conditions to solve Reynolds 
equations. Then a second solid computation is 
performed with pressure on asperity sides. New 
values of contact pressures are obtained on asperity 
tops, leading to new initial conditions to solve 
Reynolds equation. A loop is performed until 
contact pressures converge.  
3.1 Finite element model 
ABAQUS/Standard is used to perform the finite 
element computations. This is an implicit code that 
has convergence checking at each increment step to 
ensure the equations are solved accurately. The strip 
is modelled by 1212 four node plane strain full 
integration elements. The mesh is refined at the strip 
surface and in the vicinity of the asperities (figure 
2). A total of 5 asperities are meshed. The work roll 
is supposed to be non deformable and is modelled by 
a rigid surface.  
Strip bulk behaviour is characterized by a Young 
modulus equal to 210 MPa, a Poisson’s coefficient 
equal to 0.3 and an initial yield stress equal to 560 
MPa. 
3.2 Lubricant pressure 
The fluid pressure is obtained by solving the average 
Reynolds equation introduced by Patir and Cheng 
[8]: 
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where uw and ur are respectively the strip and the roll 
surface velocities, ht is the average film thickness, η 
is the oil viscosity, x is the distance from the exit of 
the roll bite and Φx is a flow factor, function of the 
root mean square roughness. Equation (2) is solved 
using the finite difference method with a Gauss-
Seidel iterative scheme [9]. The fluid pressure is 
then given by:  
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 Fig. 2. Finite element mesh. a) finite element mesh b) zoom on 
the refined area, c) zoom on an asperity 
 
and where k is the iterative index-number, i the node 
number, Pf the dimensionless fluid pressure (Pf = 
pf/σ0) and Ht the dimensionless film thickness 
(Ht=ht/Rq).  
3.3 Asperity geometry 
The shot blasting of the strip before the first pass 
lead to an initial surface profile where the asperity 
tips are flattened. Asperities can not be schematized 
by triangle are then modelled as trapezoids which 
geometrical characteristics are the valley length Lv, 
plateau length Lp, height Rt and angles α and β 
(figure 3a). For the studied strip, α and β are equal 
to 10°, Rt ranges from 6 to 10µm, Lv from 5 to 20 
µm and Lp from 50 to 200µm. A comparison 
between true and simplified surface profiles is 
presented in figure 3b.  
4 RESULTS 
Two finite element computations are performed to 
study the influence of the shot blasting. In the first 
computation only the surface geometry resulting 
from the shot blasting is considered. The surface 
profile is the one measured on the real steel strip and 
presented in figure 3b. The same bulk behaviour law 
is associated to the 1212 finite elements of the 
model. In the second computation, the effect of shot 
blasting on the strip behaviour is also taken into 
account. An inverse method of identification based 
 
Fig. 3. Asperity profile. a) Geometrical parameter b) true 
surface profile (blue), simplified profile (red) 
 
on Vickers indentations was used on the real strip to 
identify the bulk behaviour in the surface vicinity so 
that the strip thickness affected by the shot blasting 
operation [10]. 
The second finite element model involves a first 
bulk behaviour law for the elements in core of the 
strip, and a second behaviour law for the element in 
surface of the strip. The initial yield stress in core 
equals 565 MPa, the initial plastic stress in surface 
equals 702 MPa.  
Figure 4 presents the asperity valley deformation in 
the case of single bulk behaviour computation. The 
fluid pressure acting on valley sides leads to a non 
symmetrical deformation of the asperities. The 
“entry” side of valleys tends to folds on the roll 
surface when the elongation of the strip leads to the 
stretching of the “exit” side. The slopes of asperity 
sides are then changed and angles α and β are no 
more equal.  
Taking into account the hardening of the strip 
surface due to shot blasting does not greatly 
modified the profile of the deformed asperities. 
Nonetheless, the reduction in height is greatly 
modified. When considering only geometrical 
aspects of shot blasting, the first rolling pass reduces 
the asperity height by 20%, from 8 to 6.4 µm. When 
strain hardening is consider, asperity height are only 
reduced by 8%, from 8 to 7.4 µm.  
5 CONCLUSIONS 
A fluid-structure weak coupling is proposed to study 
the flattening of steel strip asperity during a cold 
rolling sequence. First the fluid pressure is obtained 
by solving the average Reynolds equation. Then the 
fluid pressure is applied on asperity sides in a 
“solid” finite element model. The proposed 
methodology is applied to quantify the effect a shot 
blasting on the strip surface profile after rolling. 
Two computations are run, one taking into account 
only the geometry generated by the shot blasting 
operation, another taking into account the geometry 
and the strain hardening of the strip surface. Results 
show that, for a given surface profile, strain 
hardening due to shot blasting reduces asperity 
flattening. More lubricant can then carried through 
the roll bite for the next rolling pass.  
 
 
Figure 4. a) initial asperity mesh b) deformed mesh at roll bite 
entry c) deformed mesh at roll bite exit 
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1 INTRODUCTION
Steelmakers are facing an ever increasing demand to
improve product quality, not only to minimise
scrapping and increase productivity but also to
ensure customers satisfaction. Concerning the latter,
measures can be taken to ensure final product
quality. The most common procedure consists in
ensuring absence of unwanted defects through a
variety of non-destructive testing methods, repairing
defects when possible and scrapping when not.
While this allows for defects detection and
guarantees the final product conformity, it does not
affect defect occurrence and therefore does not help
reduce scrapping. Defect formation may happen at
different stages along the steel manufacture route
(casting, cooling, rolling, etc). To reduce defect
occurrence, it is therefore important to understand
the mechanisms of formation of the different kinds
of defects, and quantify the influence of the
processing parameters. Numerical simulation
softwares are today of considerable help in these
tasks, as they allow for a reasonably accurate
modelling of the temperature and stress conditions at
any point of the processing route. With the help of a
few carefully designed experiments, it is possible to
correlate defect occurrence with calculated stress
and temperature conditions. An optimised process
route can therefore be proposed to reduce the
likelihood of occurrence of a given kind of defect. In
the following, we provide three such examples. In
the first case, calculation of stresses during
continuous casting were used together with a
damage criterion to reduce hot tearing. In the
second, the influence of the rolling schedule of
square bars on porosity closure is modelled, and the
results used to propose an alternative rolling
schedule. In the last example, modelling of surface
damage during rolling is used to redefine the
geometry of the intermediate passes and minimise
the risk of surface cracking, while leading to the
same final geometry in the same number of passes.
2 CRACKING DURING THE CONTINUOUS
CASTING PROCESS
In continuous casting, both  solidification cracks
(hot tears) and intergranular cracks can be caused by
solid skin deformation. In the secondary cooling
zone, these deformations are mainly caused by the
bulging of the solid skin between the supporting
rolls, by thermal stresses or by the contact with the
supporting rolls themselves .
The software THERCAST® [1] is used for the
simulation of casting processes. Thermal-mechanical
modelling of continuous casting was not possible
few years ago because of the high computational
time it requires. Numerical and hardware
developments allow us today to use 3D FEM
modelling of continuous casting in the industrial
ABSTRACT: Increasing requirements concerning the product quality have led ASCOMETAL to build
research projects where the relationship between surface quality, internal segregation or porosity, and product
quality are studied using numerical simulation. These numerical tools, more and more powerful and accurate,
are today a deciding and validating factor used to improve our products. ASCOMETAL is equipped with
process simulation software: continuous casting and ingot casting simulation software, rolling and
straightening simulation software that can cover the entire manufacturing process of steel bars. They are used
to study the effect of  process parameters on defect formation or evolution. Applications are the adjustment of
continuous casting primary and secondary cooling and the adjustment of roll pass design to improve the billet
quality, internal porosity as well as bars surface quality.
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framework. The continuous casting process is
modelled here using a transient approach [2]
(upgraded Lagrangian method). The heat equation,
and the mechanical equilibrium equation are solved
using 3D finite element methods. Hence, the Cauchy
stress tensor, the strain and the temperature fields are
outputs.
Due to spray cooling and roll contact (figures 1
and 2), series of compressive and tensile stress areas
occur at the surface of the bloom.
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Fig. 1 : Temperature evolution : primary and secondary cooling
zones
Fig. 2 : Pressure field in the secondary cooling zone
A hot tear criterion (Yamanaka criterion [4]) is used
to determine the critical areas in the bloom during
casting (figure 3). It is supposed that the material is
brittle between 0,9 and 0,99 of solid fraction. Using
this criterion, it is then possible to study the impact
of process parameters – such as cooling spray
patterns for example – on the occurrence of
solidification cracks. Results are shown for two
different kind of sprays (figure 4).
Fig. 3 : Yamanaka et al. [3] criterion at the corner
a) spray nozzles 1 b) spray nozzles 2
Fig. 4 : Yamanaka et al [3] criterion (cutting plane) for two
different cooling patterns
Finally, we concluded that increasing the spray
impact surface, decreasing the casting speed or the
roll pitch induce significant reduction of the
Yamanaka et al. [3] criterion. Thermal-mechanical
modelling helps to determine the optimal casting
parameters for grades sensitive to solidification
cracks.
3 POROSITY REDUCTION FOR LARGE
DIAMETER PRODUCTS
Solidification shrinkage leads to the creation of
porosity into the cast product. Mostly, they are
closed during rolling if the rolling reduction is large
enough. For large diameter products, it is necessary
to optimise the rolling parameters in order to obtain
an internal soundness which satisfies the customer's
quality requirements. Two different rolling
schedules leading to the same final section were
investigated. The question is: which one is the most
efficient to close the porosity ?
FE software LAM3® [4] and FORGE2005® [5]
were used to simulate the rolling schedule. LAM3®
is based on a steady state resolution and
FORGE2005® is used for transient simulations.
Pass 1 Pass 5 Last pass 
Fig. 5 : Cumulated strain evolution during rolling for two roll
pass design leading to the same final section (LAM3®)
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Fig. 6 : Triaxiality versus strain for both rolling schedules at
the billet centre and during one (two) pass(es)
A simple analysis of the cumulated plastic strain at
the bloom centre is not sufficient to select the best
rolling schedule (Fig. 5). An explanation is given on
figure 6: passes 5 and 6 of the second rolling
schedule are equivalent in term of cumulated strain
to the 5
th
 pass of the 1
st
 rolling schedule but, for the
first one the stresses remain compressive, whereas
the second one is submitted to a tensile stress. This
tensile stress may reopen the porosity.
To simulate the porosity evolution, a 10 mm hole
was introduced in the FE mesh at the billet centre
(figure 7). The effect of different parameters such as
the rolling schedule itself, the roll diameter or the
thermal gradient on the pore volume evolution
during rolling were analysed.
Pore
Fig. 7 : Forge2005® simulation of porosity evolution using an
actual hole in the mesh (transient simulation)
The main results are given in table 1. The efficiency
is measured using the evolution of the cavity volume
(V/V0).
Table1. Results on pore closing efficiency
V/V0
RPD 1  (isothermal, mean roll radius) 74%
RPD 2 (at the same elongation) 90%
RPD 1 with thermal gradient (core hotter than skin) 60%
RPD 1 with thermal gradient (core colder than skin) 83%
RPD 1, roll diameter + 15% 72%
RPD 1, roll diameter - 15% 80%
These results allow to classify the effect of
parameters on pore closing. The roll pass design and
the thermal gradient are of primary importance, the
diameter roll evolution (successive remanufacturing)
lead also to a loss of efficiency of the roll pass
design on pore closing.
4 PRODUCT SURFACE QUALITY
Other unwanted defects are the skin defects that can
have effects on cracking risks during forging or on
fatigue life. Some of the defects are mechanical
defects due to shocks, stripes or scale incrustation.
In this study we focussed on intergranular cracking
caused by the nucleation, growth and connection of
voids. The FE software LAM3® and a damage
criterion (Cocks model [6,7]) were used to simulate
the rolling schedule in order to detect the critical
areas for each stand of the wire rolling mill.
Curves of triaxiality rate versus strain were plotted
at a point, along a streamline on the free surface,
where the damage criterion is maximum. On figure 8
the triaxiality rate evolution on 4 stands of the wire
rolling mill is plotted versus cumulated strain. It can
be seen on this graph that, obviously, at stand 4 the
product surface is submitted to a high triaxility rate.
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Fig. 8 : Triaxiality rate versus strain evolution during rolling on
the free surface
Stand 4  before  modification After modification
Fig. 9 : Damage contours on stand 4 before and after groove
radius modification.
The groove radius of stand 4 was then modified to
reduce the damage criterion value (figure 9). It can
be seen on figure 10 that, at stand 6, the shape of the
product remain the same. It was not necessary to
modify the following stands. The related changes on
the rolling force are :
- stand 4 : -0.6%
- stand 5 : -3%
- stand 6 : +3.8 %
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Fig. 10 : Groove radius modification for stand 4, effect on
stands 5 and 6
This modification has been scheduled on
ASCOMETAL plant. The actual impact of this
modification is of course difficult to measure on the
final product because the wire is the result of a wide
number of operations. As the mechanical solicitation
of the product surface during rolling is reduced on
stand 4 (lower strain and lower triaxiality), the
occurrence of defects is reduced.
5 CONCLUSIONS
This paper gives an overview of how numerical
simulation is nowadays used in the industrial
framework to study and optimise process
parameters. Today, most of the industrial processes
involved in steelmaking companies can be modelled.
Using such models, expensive and time consuming
industrial trials are avoided. They permit to
understand how and when some defects may occur
all along the process stages.
Thermal-mechanical modelling of continuous
casting is applied to understand how defects such as
hot tearing occur in the product. In order to avoid
them, parametric analysis can then be applied to
understand the impact of process parameters on the
defect formation. The example of spray cooling
pattern is given herein.
Rolling process is also widely studied using
numerical models. Damage criteria are used to study
surface defect formation.  The study of the closure
of internal porosity is also presented here. It is
shown that  the influence of process parameters such
as the groove radius, the roll pass design or the
reheating conditions on the internal and on the
surface quality.
ASCOMETAL takes part in several French and
Europeen research projects like Simulforge, Osc,
Pacrolp, Improsound, Cracracks.
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A Virtual Inspection Technique for Assessing the Dimensional Accuracy 
of Forged Compressor Blades Using FE Modeling and CMM Inspection 
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents research for developing a virtual inspection system that evaluates the 
dimensional tolerance of forged aerofoil blades formed using the finite element (FE) method. Conventional 
algorithms adopted by modern coordinate measurement processes have been incorporated with the latest free-
form surface evaluation techniques to provide a robust framework for the dimensional inspection of FE 
aerofoil models. The accuracy of the approach had been verified with a strong correlation obtained between 
the virtual inspection data and coordinate measurement data from corresponding aerofoil components. 
Key words: Forging, Finite Element, Coordinate Measurement, Dimensional Inspection. 
1 INTRODUCTION 
The high demand for manufacturing quality and 
optimum performance of components within the 
aerospace industry requires parts to adhere to the 
relevant geometrical and dimensional specifications. 
Consequently, components are inspected to evaluate 
their dimensional tolerance. In particular, the 
dimensional inspection of complex parts comprising 
free-form geometry, such as aero-engine blades, is 
becoming increasingly important due to the 
requirement for higher precision and efficiency. 
Generally, the objective behind the majority of 
inspection techniques is to determine if the part 
meets a set of specific design criteria by assessing 
the deviation between the manufactured part and the 
nominal model. 
For quality assurance purposes, high 
precision dimensional measurement techniques are 
employed to evaluate the dimensional tolerance of 
compressor blades. The contact inspection process 
of coordinate measurement is one of the most 
effective measurement techniques, providing both 
high accuracy and repeatability. The process 
employs a computer controlled coordinate 
measurement machine (CMM) to inspect the part 
automatically by moving a tactile probe along the 
work-piece surface, to measure the coordinates of 
individual contact points. 
 Compressor blades are manufactured using 
the closed die hot forging process. The major 
contributors to dimensional and shape errors in 
forged aerofoil components are press and die 
elasticity during forging, material spring back and 
thermal distortion at the cooling stage [1]. Due to the 
complexity of the hot forging process, forging 
design practice is largely based on the trial and error 
approach [2]. These forging trials employ a direct 
compensation approach which involves modifying 
the die shape by a fraction of the measured forging 
tolerance until the blade dimensions are within the 
allow limits.  
 The finite element (FE) method has been 
used successfully to simulate the forging of 
compressor blades [3]. By accurately predicting 
material deformation, stress/strain rate distribution 
and temperature change in hot forging, the FE 
method may be used to quantify the forging 
tolerances and optimise the die shape, removing the 
need for experimental testing and thereby reduce the 
overall development timescales and costs. 
Consequently, as the FE error governs die shape 
modification, it’s necessary to assess the 
dimensional accuracy of the forged components 
produced in simulation by comparison with 
coordinate measurement data from actual aerofoil 
sections. Thus, to gain an accurate comparison 
between the FE generated error and that quantified 
using the CMM, the FE error must be evaluated 
using a similar approach to that employed by the 
coordinate measurement process.  
This paper presents a virtual inspection 
approach used for the validation of an FE blade 
forming simulation. The developed system provides 
a fully automated tool for dimensional inspection in 
a virtual environment. A robust framework has been 
developed incorporating various iterative algorithms 
to register the FE model in relation to a CAD 
nominal and generate inspection data for comparison 
with CMM measurements on a real part. It will be 
shown that a strong correlation exists between 
simulated and real parts, verifying the validity of the 
approach. 
 
 
2  BLADE INSPECTION 
 
The process of aerofoil inspection via CMM 
comprises three main stages, including; part 
localisation, blade section inspection and finally 
blade parameters analysis [4].  A unique coordinate 
system can be established by defining six datum 
points on the blade. The blade sections are then 
measured using a two stage process involving an 
initial rough measurement of each section followed 
by a more accurate assessment of the profile in fine 
measurement mode. Finally, after the measurement 
data for each blade section has been correctly 
aligned with the respective nominal profile, blade 
parameters and profile tolerances may be evaluated. 
 
2.1Part localisation 
 
The process of localisation, also known as 
registration, mathematically locates the part prior to 
inspection by determining a rigid body 3D 
coordinate transformation between the design 
coordinate system (DCS) and the measurement 
coordinate system (MCS). For aerofoil inspection, 
the 3-2-1 method or six point principle is commonly 
used to determine the MCS [5].  Firstly, the primary 
datum plane is determined by three points on the 
free-form concave surface of the blade, including K1 
and K5 on the root section and K3 on the tip section. 
The secondary datum plane is constructed using the 
central axis of cylindrical features at each end of the 
blade, defined by P1 and P2. Finally, the tertiary 
datum plane, orthogonal to both datum planes is 
determined using the last datum point, KP, located 
on the root block. Finally, both coordinate systems 
are then aligned via rigid body transformation. The 
position of the datum points on a nominal blade 
model is shown in figure 1. 
 
 
 
Fig. 1 Datum point locations on nominal blade model. 
 
2.2 Blade measurement 
 
The coordinate measurement process employs a 
contour measurement mode, where each blade 
profile was measured at a constant height (z 
coordinate). CMM data is recorded at three sections 
along the blade for both concave and convex 
surfaces. Each section is defined by six datum points 
(K points) around the profile of the component. A 
two stage process involving a rough and fine 
measurement mode is used to evaluate each section. 
 
2.3 Blade parameters analysis 
 
Once the profiles of each section have been 
obtained, a tolerance evaluation algorithm is 
implemented whereby the convex and concave 
profiles for each section are positioned with respect 
to the corresponding nominal profile. The shape 
tolerance is then represented in the form of a plot 
comparing the nominal and measured profiles. Also, 
the thickness, 1δ , bow, 2δ   and twist, 3δ  deviation 
are evaluated at the relevant K point stations, as 
shown in figure 2. 
 
 
  (a) 
 
   (b) 
 
Fig 2.Defintion of (a) section  thickness & (b) twist deviation. 
 
1δ and 2δ  are calculated using equations 2 and 3. 
 ( ) ( )22
CVCCCVCC KKKKt
yyxx −+−=δ           (1) 
 
tt δδδ −= '1               (2) 
 
332 ' KK
yy −=δ              (3) 
 
where 'tδ = measured thickness and tδ = nominal 
thickness. 
 
 
3  VIRTUAL INSPECTION SYSTEM 
 
The main programming languages employed in the 
development of this software were Python and 
MATLAB. Figure 3 shows the basic structure of the 
virtual inspection framework. 
 
 
 
Fig 3. Structure of virtual inspection system. 
 
3.1 Component registration 
 
To initiate localisation, datum points were 
firstly identified on the blade formed from the FE 
forging simulation. As the initial position of the 
blade was in roughly close proximity to the nominal 
coordinate system due to constraints applied in the 
FE simulation, no preliminary transformation 
process was required. An initial estimate of the 
position of datum points K1, K3 & K5 shown in figure 
1 were found via interpolation from profiles 
generated by intersecting the FE mesh at the tip and 
root sections. Subsequently, using the rules of 
orthogonality and sequence for datum frame 
construction [6], the secondary datum was 
established by estimating the location of P1 and P2. 
This was achieved by fitting the nodal coordinates 
situated on each cylindrical surface according to the 
least squares principal. Thus, after identifying the 
respective point clouds using a shape recognition 
algorithm, each dataset was submitted to the least 
squares calculation which yielded the coordinates of 
the datum points on the respective cylinder axes. 
After locating the position of five datum 
points, the normal vectors, and '', sp
rr 'tr of the 
respective datum planes in the MCS were 
determined using equations 4 – 6. 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )13151315 /' KKKKKKKKp −×−−×−=r    (4) 
 ( ) ( ) '/'' 1212 pPPpPPs rrr ×−×−=            (5) 
 ( ) ''/''' spspt rrrrr ××=              (6) 
 
 According to the sequence rule in datum 
setting, the first stage of the localisation involves 
aligning the components primary datum plane with 
that of the nominal. This was achieved by aligning 
'p
r
with p
r
, the direction cosine of the primary datum 
in the DCS. This first transformation was decided by 
a translation and two rotations in sequence. The 
second phase involved alignment of the secondary 
datum planes by rotation about . Finally, to align 
the tertiary datum planes, a single translation, T, 
between the two coordinate frames was applied. The 
entire transformation is represented by: 
p
r
 ( ) ( ) TXRRX m += αθβ ,1                       (7) 
 
where ( )αθ ,R = rotational matrix for angles θ  and α  to align 'pr , ( )βR =rotational matrix for angle β  
to align 's
r
and =point on unregistered part. mX
 This localisation process was repeated 
iteratively until the discrepancy between the datum 
points on the blade and the corresponding points on 
the nominal were within a desired tolerance. 
 
3.2 Comparative analysis and part validation 
 
 The measurement data was generated by 
intersecting the aerofoil surface at the respective K 
point sections using the method described. The 
section thickness was measured at the K point 
locations. Also, the bow deviation was recorded at 
the mid section, as well as the twist deviation at the 
mid and tip sections. To evaluate the profile 
tolerance, an additional alignment procedure based 
on an iterative closest point algorithm was required 
to fit the relative profile data to the respective 
nominal curve.  The approach uses a least squares 
minimisation technique that iteratively estimates the 
transformation parameters between the respective 
data sets [7].  
 4 RESULTS and DISCUSSION 
 
A contour plot displaying the results of the 
localisation process is shown in figure 4. 
 
 
           (a)  Before Localisation           (b) After Localisation   
 
Fig. 4 Deviation between Nominal & Forged Component  
 
 The registration algorithm effectively locates 
the blade using the iterative six point approach. The 
deviation between the nominal and the FE model 
has been dramatically reduced in this area. 
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Fig. 5 Comparison between Normalised 
 (a) FE and (b) CMM Mid Convex Profile Deviation 
 
 A strong correlation exists between the FE 
results measured using the virtual system and the 
actual form measurements. In particular, the data 
recorded at the mid convex section displays the 
strongest correlation with a discrepancy of less than 
18% between the maximum profile deviations, as 
shown in figure 5. Generally, only small 
discrepancies between the virtual and actual CMM 
results for both twist and bow deviation were 
apparent. The virtual measurement of bow deviation 
differed by approximately 0.01mm in comparison 
the CMM result, whereas a maximum difference of 
0.2° in twist deviation was recorded at the tip 
section. 
 In terms of the thickness deviation 
measurements, values recorded at the root and mid 
sections are reasonably consistent with CMM 
values. However, slightly larger discrepancies are 
apparent at the tip which may be attributed to the 
inability of the FE method to accurately simulate the 
deformation in this region.  
 
5 CONCLUSIONS 
 
The virtual inspection system provides a complete, 
robust procedure for the dimensional inspection of 
forged aerofoil blade models formed using the finite 
element method. The localisation process used by 
the system accurately registers the component with 
the nominal model. The inspection and parameters 
analysis modules incorporate various iterative 
algorithms and the latest evaluation techniques to 
successfully quantify the forging tolerance to within 
a high degree of accuracy. The strong correlation 
between measurements generated from this system 
and actual CMM measurement data, validates the 
approach as an effective means to quantify the 
forging tolerance using the coordinate measurement 
process in a virtual environment. 
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ABSTRACT: Numerical modelling of fatigue behavior for anisotropic structures has become critical for de-
sign applications. This is particularly true for forged components due to the intrinsic anisotropy of the material
resulting from the process. The aim of this study is to relate the microstructure scale to the process scale, i.e.
the engineer scale. Anisotropy induced by the forming process and the most relevant feature which results from
forging, is the preferential orientation of structural defects and grains in the direction of the deformation. Grain
flow is modelled using a fiber vector at the level of the representative elementary volume. It can then be used
to improve and refine the Papadopoulos fatigue criterion by taking into account fatigue limits for each direction
of anisotropy. In practice, it is very tedious to determine precisely these fatigue limits and impossible to obtain
experimentally all of them for each direction of uniaxial loading. To circumvent this difficulty, we simulate the
problem at the microstructure scale by considering fiber vector as the result of the inclusion and grain orien-
tation. Microstructures are then precisely modelled using DIGIMICRO software. A representative elementary
volume including inclusions is meshed and high cycle fatigue simulation is performed. The results can be used
in order to optimize the preform of the component before simulation.
KEYWORDS: High Cycle Fatigue Multiaxial Criterion - Fiber Vector - Digital Material - Multiscale approach
1 INTRODUCTION
Among all forming processes, forging gives raise to
the most resistant components withstanding a large
number of loading modes. However, forging induces
a strongly heterogeneous microstructure in the ma-
terial. High mechanical properties of such material
are directly related to this heterogeneity or anisotropy.
The problem is the numerical representation of this
anisotropy. In practice, high cycle fatigue simula-
tions are performed without accounting for the past
of the component and even less anisotropy. In most
cases, only geometric form and residual stresses stem-
ming from the process are used. Therefore, it is
necessary to adapt traditional high cycle fatigue cri-
teria which were developed assuming isotropy to
anisotropic material behavior configurations. Thus,
the ANR (French National Research Agency) Opti-
forge project was launched. Its goal is to account for
the forming process and its effect on the microstruc-
ture to perform high-cycle fatigue studies. A virtual
simulation chain is created between the forming pro-
cess and the microstructure history. The Papadopou-
los criterion [5] was finally chosen to develop a mi-
crostructure scale approach based on forging char-
acteristics. A representative elementary volume is
meant to describe explicitly the shape and orientation
of both inclusions and grains. This microstructure
study is performed using the DIGIMICRO software
[1]. Figure (1) sums up the objectives of this project.
Figure 1: Objectives of the project
1
2 CHARACTERISTICS OF A FORGING PRO-
CESS
Forging processes induce, inevitably, high level of de-
formation giving raise to anisotropy of the compo-
nents. Indeed, due to the reduction of the section, the
matter follows the deformation. This phenomenon is
also called grain flow orientation. The extension and
the orientation of the matter is directly related to the
kneading rate undergone by the matter. The kneading
Kn is defined by the ratio of the initial section S0 over
the final section S: Kn = S0/S.
The fiber vector is given by the definition of the
gradient tensor F given by (1):
F = I +GradX = RU = V R, (1)
where I is the unit tensor, X is the displacement vec-
tor, R is an orthogonal orientation tensor, V and U
are symmetric positive tensor named respectively left
distortion and right distortion. This is the polar de-
composition of F.
The vector is given by:
dX = FdX0, (2)
where dX is the current position and dX0 is the initial
position. For instance, figure (2) shows a cambering
process with an initial grain flow orientation along the
rod.
Figure 2: Flow orientation for a cambering process
3 THE CRITICAL PLANE APPROACH FOR FA-
TIGUE CRITERIA
Standard high cycle fatigue criteria are determinist
criteria, which means that for a calculated stress field
and intrinsic parameters of the material, they provide
a unique domain of validity. For most criteria, this
domain is defined using a critical line in a specific
space. This is the case of the Papadopoulos crite-
rion [5]. The main idea consists in splitting a given
structure into many sub-volumes which could be con-
sidered as representative elementary volumes (figure
3). Then, the maximum stress over a complete load-
ing cycle is computed to determine when the structure
breaks up.
Figure 3: Schematics of a Representative Elementary Volume
(R.E.V.)
To calculate this critical stress level for each
R.E.V., it is assumed that an adapted state (or shake-
down state) with a purely elastic behavior at the grain
level, has been reached. Indeed, at the macroscopic
level, the structure might be seen as undergoing an
elastic loading but, locally, at the microscopic level,
it may be possible that one or several grains are unfa-
vorably oriented, thus leading to a local plastic behav-
ior. This adapted state is reached after a few cycles
(typically about 1000 cycles). Figure (4) shows the
progressive stabilization at the microstructure level; Σ
is the macroscopic stress, σ is the microscopic stress
(for each grain), E is the macroscopic and ǫ the micro-
scopic strain obtained from the Lin-Taylor approach.
If no shakedown state can be reached, a crack is initi-
ated at the microscopic level; it will lead to a macro-
scopic crack after some cycles. If Σn is the stress ap-
plied onto a cross section (plane of normal n) of the
representative elementary volume (figure 3), its pro-
jection onto the plane is the shear stress T. The goal
of these criteria is to investigate iteratively many dif-
ferent plane orientations in order to find the maximum
value of the shear stress. Moreover, the effect of the
hydrostatic stress (σii/3) has to be added [8]. The se-
cure domain is defined by:
TΣ + αΣH,max ≤ β, (3)
which defines a linear domain as seen in figure (5).
If the curve described by the shear stress projected
onto the critical plane is below a line so-called thresh-
old, there is no initiation of macroscopic crack (figure
5). Generally, TΣ is the maxn maxt∈ [0,P ] T value on
2
the critical plane where P is the loading period and
ΣH,max is the maximum hydrostatic stress over the
loading cycle [4]. Coefficients α and β are deduced
from two reference fatigue limits (with a stress load
ratio R = σmin/σmax = -1) from tension s and torsion
t data:
α =
t− s
2
s
3
, β = t. (4)
Figure 4: Macroscopic behavior of the structure and
microscopic behavior of a grain misoriented which undergoes a
plastic deformation
Figure 5: Threshold domain for a determinist fatigue criterion
Standard high cycle fatigue criteria predict effi-
ciently the failure of an isotropic component (like
casting component) but they are not reliable for
forged components due to anisotropy.
4 THE NEED FOR A MESOSCOPIC APPROACH
The only means to perform a more trustworthy sim-
ulation is to take into account the microstructure. In-
deed, most of fatigue cracks appear in the vicinity of
an inclusion, especially for hard materials. In fact,
the resistance to a high cycle fatigue uniaxial loading
is very different for two materials composed with ap-
proximately the same constituents but with a different
number of inclusions [7]. Generally, the resistance
is lower for the material containing more inclusions.
Moreover, the endurance limit is higher in the direc-
tion of the grain flow compared to the transverse di-
rection. These differences are directly related to the
microstructure. To bring out this results, we have
been working on a bainitic steel METASCOr MC.
Several analysis show that the probability of crack ini-
tiation is high near MnSs inclusions (manganese sul-
phide), very common in modern steels due to their
benefic role during machining (figure 6) [7]. For that
reason, a new pre-processor, DIGIMICRO, is used to
create realistic digital microstructures.
Figure 6: Several cracks are initiated near MnS inclusion
interface
A realistic adaptated meshing can be performed
by considering different options of generation. For
instance, security distance can be given between each
inclusions or orientation and position can be con-
trolled directly. The goal is to create geometric enti-
ties in order to perform an adaptative mesh refinement
near the interface in order to improve the calculus of
gradients with any initial form of the R.E.V. (figure
7).
Figure 7: Geometry of a surface with a cluster of inclusions
Both inclusions and grains (defined by
Voronoı¨ tessellation) can be generated by consider-
ing an adaptated metric given to the MTC mesher
developed by T. Coupez [2]. Finally, the R.E.V. is
coated by a surrounding domain (figure 8). This do-
3
main is meshed and its role is to transmit boundary
conditions to the R.E.V. and avoid edge effects for
the microstructure computation. This structure can be
tested numerically for a fatigue loading simulation in
order to calculate the endurance function. However,
the most difficult part is to determine the rheology
of different entities to fit the microstructure behavior
compared to the macroscopic behavior.
Figure 8: Mesh of a microstructure composed of 100 grains and
6 inclusions
In our study, only MnSs are studied and their be-
havior is approximately known [3]. Only the behavior
of the matrix within inclusions are embedded must be
determined (figure 9). Its rheological law is directly
fitted with experimental data (for instance, data stem-
ming from tension tests).
Figure 9: Simulation of a microstructure R.E.V.
By considering anisotropy is directly related to
the orientation of inclusions, fiber vector can be as-
sociated to the direction of the first axle (the higher)
of the inclusions. So, high cycle fatigue simulations
are performed by changing the orientation of inclu-
sions compared to the direction of the stress. Simple
traction-compression or torsion tests are then simu-
lated and the influence of the shape, the number and
the orientation of the inclusions can be studied. Out-
put parameters of such simulation give the endurance
limits for the chosen direction which is directly asso-
ciated to the macroscopic simulation by the means of
fiber vector. Thus, we can predict the resistance of the
forging component by knowing the endurance limits
needed.
5 CONCLUSIONS
This work presents a new approach of fatigue analy-
sis by considering directly the anisotropy in the Pa-
padopoulos criterion. A representative microstructure
is coupled with a standard fatigue simulation. This
link between forming simulation and fatigue analysis
at the microstructure scale is promising to improve fa-
tigue computation predictions.
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1 INTRODUCTION 
We know as rotary forging an incremental 
manufacturing process that, based on the principle of 
continuous uniaxial pressure and using rotational 
movements in the dies, obtains net-shape revolution 
geometries from a “billet” as raw material. The most 
competitive advantages compared to the 
conventional forming techniques are the reduction of 
the forging force, the strong effect on the mechanical 
properties, the increment of the tensile and yield 
strengths and the accuracy of the obtained sections. 
  
Prior to apply the incremental bulk metal forming to 
automotive industrial parts, a preliminary study has 
been done in order to understand the mechanisms of 
rotary forming and to show the main advantages 
versus the conventional forming. The study has been 
done using the commercial code FORGE©, a 
software dedicated to simulation of hot, warm and 
cold forging of both 3D parts and 2D geometry 
parts. 
2 SIMULATION MODELS 
Taking into account the kinematic, the following 
cases (Fig. 1) have been selected to achieve a 
simulation model computationally efficient, using 
relative movements in the dies to replace the turn of 
the material, which increases too much the CPU-
time. 
 
 
Fig. 1. Kinematic cases 
 
Furthermore, the case 1 (spin) has been modelled 
turning the main and the nutation shafts both in the 
same as in the opposite sense.  
 
As a first approach, the study began analyzing the 
five following models: 
 
ABSTRACT: Nowadays, due to the environmental regulations, the automotive market is demanding more 
complex components and the utilization of new materials. In this context, and due to its wide range of 
advantages, rotary forging technology is a very promising metal forming alternative to the conventional 
forming techniques. In this paper, an analysis of the material, the stress and strain has been realized, in order 
to show a comparison between conventional and rotary forging and to understand the mechanisms of rotary 
forming. 
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 1. Case: Conventional forge  
 2. Spin case, with turns in the opposite 
direction 
 3. Spin case, with turns in the same direction  
 4. Precession case 
 5. Nutation case: variable angle 
 
To develop the analysis, an upsetting process with a 
plain lower die and a plain conical upper die with a 
slope angle of 5º has been chosen. 
 
Concerning the geometry of the model, the 
dimensions were a billet of ∅30 mm x 56 mm, 
which represents a ratio of 1'86. Having a 56 mm 
height, 10 mm of them are destined to fix the billet 
in the lower die. 
 
The material selected is AA6061 aluminium at 
480°C, the model is isothermal and Coulomb’s law 
has been used as friction law. 
 
Thus, using these simulation models the following 
variables have been analyzed: • Material fibers • Plastic strains • Von Mises stresses • Forging loads 
 
The following sections show, at first, an analysis of 
process in the case of fixed angle. Then, the 
differences with the variable angle have been 
studied. 
3 PROCESS ANALYSIS 
The results for each of the mentioned above 
variables are shown. 
3.1 Fixed angle 
3.1.a Material fibers 
 
In each case, the fibers rotate due to the nature of the 
process itself (figure 2). However, the case of “spin” 
showed very good results. In this case, the lower die 
and the material rotate in one sense and the upper 
die turns in the opposite sense, obtaining a fiber 
without cuts and folds and getting a further upsetting 
compared to the same process conditions using 
conventional forge. 
 
 
Fig. 2. Material fibbers 
3.1.b Strains 
 
As shown in Figures 3 and 4, the strain obtained in 
the spin case is higher than that for the conventional 
forge. As Fig. 3 shows, in traditional forge it would 
not be possible to obtain a similar strain, because in 
the outer zone an accumulated damage that would 
cause external cracks occurs. It is important to 
emphasize that the strain obtained is different in the 
four cases, being the most uniform the one 
corresponding to the “spin – opposite direction” 
case. 
 
In the case where the rotational movements have the 
same sense the piece separates from the lower die, 
while in the precession case localized excessive-
strain zones are generated, which predicts damage of 
the material. These processes will be more 
exhaustively studied in the future, in order to get a 
better understanding of the deformation 
mechanisms. 
 
 
Fig. 3. Equivalent strains. Side view 
 
Fig. 4. Equivalent strains 
3.1.c Stresses 
 
Regarding the stress distribution (Fig.5), there is a 
clear dependence on the angle in the plastification 
area. Besides, the higher values occur in the spin and 
precession cases, which provide more hardness to 
the material. 
 
 
Fig. 5. Von Mises Stresses (MPa) in t=10 seg 
 
3.1.d Forming loads 
 
The most important advantage of the rotary forging 
is the reduction in the forging load (Fig. 6). This 
reduction is due to the contact area between the dies 
and the material, which is less than that in the 
conventional forging. Besides, in this new 
technology the nutation angle has a high influence in 
the forging load. 
 
 
Fig. 6. Forces in upper die (Tn) comparison 
 
As Fig. 6 shows, the loading force obtained in all 
processes is the third of that in the conventional 
forging, allowing the utilization of smaller and 
cheaper equipments. 
3.2 VARIABLE ANGLE 
The change in the angle during the process allows 
manufacturing more complex parts. Taking into 
account the best results obtained in the study above 
with the spin case, it was made a comparison with 
the variable-angle case.  
 
First of all, the plastification area that appears in one 
step is larger in the variable-angle process, 
especially in terms of height. This fact is due to the 
high influence of the angle during the deformation 
process. Figure 7 shows the contact in the piece and 
the stresses generated, in a cutting plane, in both 
cases. 
 
 
Fig. 7. Contact in the piece and Von Mises stresses (MPa) in a 
cutting plane 
 
Besides, in order to understand better the 
mechanisms of deformation of the material, an 
analysis of the material speeds during both processes 
has been performed. 
 
In the spin process and for an instant of time, the 
higher speeds are reached in the middle of the 
contact area, showing a triangular distribution. 
However, in the variable-angle case this triangular 
shape appears in a contact zone which is two times 
the previous one (Fig. 8). 
 
 
Fig. 8. Variable angle process. Contact area (in blue) and 
velocity distribution 
By the other hand, due to the rotary process 
whirlwinds in certain areas of the material arise, 
being bigger effect in the case with fixed angle 
(Figure 9). In the variable-angle case more zero-
speed zones arise. 
 
 
Fig. 9. Velocity evolution. Case: Spin – opposite movements 
4 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF PROCESS 
WITH FIXED ANGLE 
Taking into account the above analysis, we can 
consider spin process the optimum one. After this 
case, an analysis of the influence of different process 
variables was performed, in order to eliminate 
defects and/or reduce forming loads. 
 
In this context, the following variables are 
considered as the most influentials: • Rotation speed • Linear velocity • h/∅ ratio of the initial billet • Nutation angle 
 
The following graphic shows that an increase in the 
angle is the change that involves a higher reduction 
in the load: 
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Fig. 10. Sensitivity analysis. Case: Spin – fixed angle. 
5 CONCLUSIONS 
After this study, it can be concluded that, generally, 
the spin process (fixed angle) with opposite 
rotational movement is the one that gives better 
results considering material fibbers, stresses, and 
strains. Nevertheless, there are not significant 
differences between the rotary cases in terms of 
forming loads. 
 
Concerning to the sensitivity of process variables in 
the maximum load in this process, it has been found 
that the greatest influence is determined by the 
nutation angle or by the linear velocity, while the 
ratio h/∅ (height/diameter)  or rotational speed do 
not affect significantly. 
 
Furthermore, the rotation processes have less 
probability of failure (cracks) because the 
compression state is reached with an incremental 
process, allowing greater upsettings. However, it is 
important to consider the buckling in case of using 
high h/∅ ratios, which can cause wrinkles in the 
final piece. 
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ABSTRACT: The main subject of the present work is investigation of possibility of extension of classical 
orbital forging technology to obtain more cost effective forging process. Orbital forging is the process used 
for forging of shaped parts by applying the incremental forging method. Results of simulation of orbital 
forging are compared in the present work with the result obtained from a conventional forging process. 3D 
finite element (FE) simulations are used in the present project to evaluate the capabilities of the orbital 
forging process and proper die design, and to predict the forging loads the. Selected results of simulations are 
presented in the paper. These results are the basis for the further comparison and discussion about possible 
modifications of  conventional orbital forging approach. 
Key words: incremental forming, orbital forging, orbital press 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Advantages of incremental bulk forming are 
well known in the literature [1-5]. This technology is 
commonly applied in industrial conditions, to reduce 
loads and to increase workability during forging in 
comparison with the conventional monotonic 
process. Another advantage is the possibility to 
forge hardly formable materials and to obtain high 
deformation degrees. On the other hand, many steps 
are necessary in this process to obtain final shape of 
the product, what extends the manufacturing time. 
Typical examples of processes of incremental 
forming are cross and profile rolling, open die 
forging, rotary swaging or orbital forging (Figure 1) 
[6]. Analysis of advantages and limitations of orbital 
forging and investigation of possible improvement 
in this technology are the subject of this work.  
Orbital forging, presented in Figure 2, is used 
for forging of shaped parts by applying the 
incremental method. In this technology a sample is 
placed between an orbiting upper die, that moves 
towards the sample, and a non-rotating lower die. 
The lower die is properly shaped and is used to 
transfer the shape of the final part. The first 
modification of this technology is to move the lower 
die axially toward the upper die, that in this case is 
fixed axially but still its axis makes orbital motions.  
 
 
Figure 1. Examples of incremental forging processes.  
 
These two technologies have similar advantages 
in comparison to conventional forging. The main 
advantage is load reduction and possibility to obtain 
very large deformations without the danger of 
material failure.   
 Figure 2. Schematic illustration of the orbital press. Main 
dimensions used during numerical simulation are given in mm.  
 
High smoothness of forging surface, material 
economy, simple design and easily exchangeable 
tools are also advantages of this technology. Forging 
of wheel disks with hubs, gears, bearing rings, rings 
of various contours, bearing-end covers etc., are 
typical applications of the orbital process [2,7]. 
However, due to the nature of this process, some 
surface deformation may occur in front of the 
moving upper die. That in some cases leads to micro 
crack initiation. Due to orbital movement, failure 
can also initiate at the circumference of the sample. 
A variety of orbital forging processes are 
introduced in the industry in the word. The approach 
proposed by Marciniak [8], where orbiting upper die 
moves towards the sample, is considered below. 
Possibility of changing an inclination of the die is 
the main feature of this process. The objective of the 
work is to investigate potentials and limitations of 
this technology and to recommend modifications. 
2 SIMULATION OF THE ORBITAL FORGING 
Main process parameters used in simulation of 
deformation in the orbital press are gathered in 
Table 1. Numerical simulations were performed with 
the commercial Forge2005 software. Results 
obtained for this process are compared with those 
obtained for a conventional monotonic forging 
process. Strain distribution and final shape obtained 
after the end of the orbital process are shown in 
Figure 3. Comparison made at the cross section of 
the strain values obtained using two forging 
approaches are presented in Figure 4. 
It is seen in Figure 4b that due to orbital 
movement of the upper die strains in the upper part 
of the sample are lower than in the conventional 
method. Similar values are observed only in the 
region currently loaded by the rotating tool. Limited 
region of deformation in the orbital press reflects 
also in the distribution of the strain rates (Figure 5). 
Presented above differences in metal flow during 
deformation, may also be related to the differences 
in temperature distribution (Figure 6). In the orbital 
press high temperatures appear at the circumference. 
Temperature distribution in the sample is more 
uniform in the conventional process. 
 
Table1. Process parameters 
Parameter Value 
Material  steel 40H 
Initial dimensions of the sample φ30x30 
Press velocity  2mm/s 
Angular velocity of the die 400rpm 
Initial temperature 650OC 
 
Figure 3. Strain distribution in 3D obtained at the end of 
deformation in the orbital press. 
 
Figure 4. Strain distribution at the end of deformation in the 
conventional forging (a) and in the orbital press (b), scale as in 
Figure 3.  
 
Tendency to crack initiation in the two 
considered processes was investigated next. 
Calculated distributions of the Latham-Cockcroft 
failure coefficient [9] are presented in Figure 7. The 
3D distribution of the failure coefficient is presented 
in Figure 8. 
 Figure 5. Strain rate distribution before the end of deformation 
in the conventional forging (a) and in the orbital press (b). 
 
Figure 6. Temperature field obtained at the end of deformation 
in the conventional forging (a)  and in the orbital press (b). 
 
Figure 7. Latham-Cockcroft failure coefficient just before the 
end of deformation in the conventional forging (a) and in the 
orbital press (b). 
 
Figure 8. 3D view of the Latham Cockcroft failure coefficient 
just before the end of deformation in the conventional forging 
(a) and in the orbital press (b), scale as in Figure 7. 
 
It is seen in Figure 8a that large values of failure 
coefficient are observed at the circumference in the 
conventional forging. That indicates high probability 
of failure in this region in this method. This is a 
limiting factor to obtain large deformations. The 
Marciniak method, as seen in Figure 8b, is free of 
such behaviour. Failure coefficients are lower that is 
one of the advantages of this incremental forging 
technology. Reduction of loads needed to obtain the 
same level of deformation, what is seen in Figure 9, 
is another advantage. 
 
Figure 9. Comparison of the loads obtained from the 
conventional forging and the orbital press. 
The orbital process was designed in the Institute 
for Metal Forming (INOP) in Poznan and the tests 
were performed, see macrographs in Figure 10. 
Experimental analysis confirmed results presented in 
Figure 9. This process is successfully introduced in 
the industrial practice now. 
However, despite important advantages of the 
orbital press in comparison with the conventional 
forging, the probability of failure initiation at the 
sample circumference at certain conditions still 
exists. It is due mainly to friction between rotating 
die and the workpiece. Thus, researchers have 
recently focused on further minimisation of this 
probability. That should results in a possibility to 
obtain larger deformation of the sample.  
 
Figure 10. Macrograph of the cross section of the sample 
forged at the Marciniak press. 
3 POSSIBLE MODIFICATIONS 
Possibilities of modification of the classical 
Marciniak orbital forging technology to obtain more 
effective process are investigated to solve the 
problem with crack initiation. The idea of the 
modification of the orbital press is towards creation 
of the process that is strictly based on small 
incremental deformations. To reach this goal the 
shaped lower die is replaced by the flat one that 
pushes the sample up towards a series of small 
anvils. The motion of these anvils is constrained by 
an orbital movement of the upper die. Schematic 
idea of this process is presented in Figure 11. 
The preliminary tests have shown that loads 
necessary to forge the material are smaller in 
comparison with the traditional orbital forging. 
Beyond this, the workpiece do not contact with the 
orbital die, therefore, it is expected that tendency to 
crack initiation should decrease. This process will be 
a subject of further experimental investigation and 
numerical modelling.  
 
Figure 11. Schematic idea of the modification of the classical 
orbital forging technology. 
4 CONCLUSION 
This work is part of the larger project leading to 
create orbital forging technology that is capable to 
obtain large deformations without danger of material 
failure. Firstly, the classical Marciniak orbital 
forging process was compared with the monotonic 
forging. This comparison provided information 
regarding advantages and limitations of the orbital 
forging. Despite minimisation of the probability of 
failure in comparison with the monotonic forging, 
the danger still exists. Thus a possible modification 
to the Marciniak press was proposed. Elimination of 
the sliding of the die with respect to the deformed 
material is the main advantage of this process. 
Investigation of the material flow during 
deformation in the modified method will be a 
subject of further research.  
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ABSTRACT: 3D-Strip Profile Rolling should enable the production of blanks with a defined thickness profile 
in latitudinal and longitudinal direction. The production chain of 3D-Strip Profile Rolling will combine 
Flexible Rolling in a first production step with Strip Profile Rolling in a second step. The control system to 
adjust the roll gap during 3D-Strip Profile Rolling is currently under development. Nevertheless, some first 
experiments have shown the general feasibility to produce 3D-profiled blanks. In 3D-Strip Profile Rolling the 
material will strain harden differently on different locations. This results in a variation of the material 
properties of the strip. Lateral spread, elastic roll stand deformation and local deformation will be influenced 
by this variation. To investigate these influences on the complete production process, the complete production 
chain needs to be modelled in the future with aid of finite element simulations. In this publication a first 
simulation model is used to study the influence of different grades of strain hardening in a Taylor Rolled 
Blank on the bulge formation that occurs during the rolling of a rill in this Tailor Rolled Blank. 
Key words: Flexible Rolling, Strip Profile Rolling, 3D-Strip Profile Rolling, 3D-profiled blanks 
1 INTRODUCTION 
The combination of Flexible Rolling and Strip 
Profile Rolling should enable the production of 
strips with a thickness profile in latitudinal and 
longitudinal direction. This paper focuses on a 
concept to manufacture 3D-profiled blanks. First 
investigations on 3D-Strip Profile Rolling aim to 
show the feasibility of a coupling between Flexible 
and Strip Profile Rolling in one production chain. 
This paper presents the first results obtained by basic 
experiments, numerical analysis and their 
comparison. 
2 STATE OF THE ART 
2.1 Flexible Rolling (FR) 
Flexible Rolling (Fig. 1) is based on the variation of 
the roll gap in a defined pattern during flat rolling 
[1]. It is applied to produce blanks with longitudinal 
transitions only, so called Tailor Rolled Blanks 
(TRB). During the rolling of the blanks, the 
thickness of the blank coming out of the roll gap is 
measured directly. An integrated algorithm conducts 
the variance comparison of the demanded profile 
online. With the ascertained failure the automatic 
gauge control is modified by changing the distance 
between the rolls. 
 
Fig. 1. Control system for the production of blanks with 
longitudinal thickness transition [2] 
2.2 Strip Profile Rolling (SPR) 
Strip Profile Rolling is applied to produce strips with 
defined thickness profile in latitudinal direction. 
This continuous production process (Fig. 2) is based 
upon the utilisation of a roll system that causes a 
material flow in latitudinal direction [3]. The 
geometry of the forming rolls and the contact area 
are the two variables that mainly influence the 
latitudinal material flow. The ratio of contact width 
(bd) to contact length (ld) in SPR (Fig. 3) has to be 
significantly smaller than in common flat rolling, to 
obtain any material flow in latitudinal direction at 
all. In SPR an eventual material flow in longitudinal 
direction would cause flatness defects or even 
cracks. The high local thickness reduction causes to 
bulge formation near the rill [4]. 
 
Fig. 2. Principle of production of blanks with latitudinal 
thickness transition [3] 
 
Fig. 3. Roll gap geometry in Strip Profile Rolling (SPR) 
left: longitudinal section, right: cross section [4] 
3 CONCEPT OF 3D-STRIP PROFILE ROLLING 
AND THE REQUIRED CONTROL SYSTEM 
3.1 Concept 
By combining FR and SPR into one production 
chain it would be possible to produce blanks with 
both, longitudinal as well as latitudinal transitions. 
The process chain should exist of two sequent steps 
(Fig. 5). In the first step a longitudinal thickness 
profile is created by FR. Then, in the subsequent 
second step, a defined cross section is rolled in the 
strip by SPR. 
 
Fig. 5. Combination of Flexible Rolling and Strip Profile 
Rolling, product: 3D-Profiled Blank 
Combining FR and SPR in one production chain 
brings several difficulties with it. On one hand the 
FR changes the material behaviour of the strip in a 
discontinuous way. TRB regions that have been 
reduced maximally in thickness (the thin regions) 
will have a higher yield stress as the regions which 
have been minimally reduced (thick regions) due to 
the strain hardening. This discontinuous material 
behaviour will effect the deformation, the lateral 
spread and the elastic roll stand deformation in the 
second SPR step. On the other hand, the thickness 
differences in rolling direction after FR bring the 
necessity to adjust the roll gap during SPR in order 
to enable the rolling of a rill with constant depth (or 
with a predefined varying depth). 
3.2 Control system for the manufacturing process 
To enable the production of 3D-profiled blanks a 
new control system has to be developed. The 
functional principle of the required control system is 
shown in Fig. 6. 
 
Fig. 6. Required control system to adjust the roll gap during 
Strip Profile Rolling of Tailor Rolled Blanks 
The realisation of this concept is subject of matter of 
work being currently done. The new conceptual 
control system for 3D-Strip Profile Rolling focuses 
on the second step in the process chain where a rill is 
rolled in the TRB. Therefore the control system 
measures the thickness and velocity of the TRB 
which enters the roll gap. An integrated algorithm 
performs the adaptation of the roll gap during SPR 
in the second step of the process chain. 
A first concept of the control system for 3D-Strip 
Profile Rolling is currently available and has been 
tested in some preliminary tests. One of the results 
of these experiments is presented in Fig. 7. It shows 
the longitudinal profile on the surface of the TRB 
and on the bottom of the rill. From Fig. 7 can be 
seen that the control system for dynamic roll gap 
adjustment in the second SPR step is capable to 
adjust the roll gap so that a rill of constant depth is 
rolled in the TRB. 
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Fig. 7. Profile thickness in longitudinal direction on the surface 
of the TRB and on the bottom of the rill 
4 EXPERIMENTS AND SIMULATIONS 
4.1 Experiments 
In order to investigate the latitudinal material flow in 
SPR of a TRB first experiments are conducted with 
a constant roll gap height (Fig 8). Emphasis of the 
experiments is put on the differences in bulge 
formation in the thick and thin regions (region A and 
B respectively in Fig 8) of the TRB. The thickness 
of the TRB in the thick region (region A) is 2.0 mm 
and in the thin region (region B) it measures 
1.4 mm. In the transition region (region C) the 
thickness increase ratio equals 1:100. The width of 
the TRB is 100 mm. 
The latitudinal geometry of the profiled TRB was 
measured with aid of a Nokra thickness measuring 
laser. Two measured geometries are exemplarily 
shown in Fig. 11 and 12 for the thick and thin region 
respectively. The measured geometries are used for 
comparison with numerical simulations of the 
experiments. 
 
Fig. 8. SPR of a TRB with constant roll gap height 
4.2 Finite element model 
The experiments are numerically simulated with aid 
of finite element simulations in order to obtain 
detailed information about the local material flow, 
strains and stresses. The developed FE model 
(Fig. 9) consists of a cylindrical bottom roll, a 
profile roll and a TRB. The simulation proceeds in 
two steps. In the first step the blank is inducted into 
the roll gap with a defined velocity equal to the 
roll’s peripheral velocity. In the second step the 
blank is caught up by the rolls and goes through the 
roll gap. 
 
Fig. 9. The developed FE model 
The material flow curve data is recorded in tensile 
test and is extrapolated. Because of different grades 
of strain hardening in the TRB, tensile experiments 
are conducted on specimens taken out of the thick as 
well as the thinner regions (Fig. 10). In the 
simulation model two material regions are defined. 
The yield curve obtained from the tensile specimens 
out of the thick region of the TRB are implemented 
in material region 1, the one of the thin tensile 
specimens to material region 2. 
The profile roll and the bottom roll were constructed 
as analytic rigid bodies. The friction coefficient is 
assumed to be constant and measures 0.1. The 
geometry of the TRB is identical to the geometry 
used for the experiments. 
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Fig. 10. Extrapolated yield curves obtained by tensile tests 
4.3 Comparison of simulation and experiment 
In order to verify the FE model, the calculated cross 
sectional blank geometry is compared with the one 
measured in the experiments. Emphasis is put on the 
area where the rill is rolled in the TRB. Fig 11 and 
12 show the comparison between experiment and 
simulation for the thick and thin region respectively. 
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Fig. 11. Comparison of the cross sectional blank geometry in 
the direct environment of the rill in the thick region of the TRB 
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Fig. 12. Comparison of the cross sectional blank geometry in 
the direct environment of the rill in the thin region of the TRB 
 
In the thick region of the TRB (region A) the cross 
sectional profile near the rill calculated by the 
numerical simulation of the SPR is in good 
agreement with the one measured from the 
experiments (Fig. 11). For the thin region of the 
TRB (region B) however, there exists a deviation 
between calculated and measured profile. This 
deviation can be explained by the elastic 
deformation of the rolling stand under load. 
Due to the strain hardening imposed by the FR, the 
yield stress in the thinner region (region B) is 
significantly higher than the yield stress of the thick 
region (region A). The height reduction is bigger in 
region A then in B and consequently the contact 
surface between roll and TRB in bigger in region A 
then in B. The hypothesis to explain the deviation is 
that despite the smaller height reduction and contact 
area the rolling force in region B increases due to the 
increased yield stress and so exceeds the rolling 
force of in the thick region. As a consequence the 
elastic deformation of the stand is bigger. 
5 CONCLUSIONS 
3D-Strip Profile Rolling is a promising combination 
of Flexible Rolling and Strip Profile Rolling and 
offers the opportunity for further optimisation of 
products. A concept for a suitable control system is 
introduced and first experiments under idealised 
conditions have shown the feasibility. Rolling 
experiments and numerical simulations show 
coupling two rolling processes in a production chain 
interact and influence each other. The strain 
hardening in the rolling of a TRB significantly 
influences the bulge formation in the adjacent profile 
rolling step. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
The homogenisation of AA6082 is necessary in 
order to spheroidize plate like particles and to 
precipitate dispersoids [1, 2]. Subsequent hot 
deformation activates dynamic recovery and static 
recrystallization, which have an important influence 
on the rolled product properties [3]. As well as the 
initial microstructure and the chemical composition, 
thermal changes and the deformation history i.e. 
strain, the strain rate and temperature experienced by 
the material during hot rolling, are key features that 
define the microstructure changes such as recovery, 
recrystallization and grain growth. These 
microstructure changes include both dynamic i.e. 
dynamic recovery and recrystallization during 
deformation and static changes i.e. static recovery 
and recrystallization that occur in the inter-pass 
region and after rolling is completed. 
The FE modelling of aluminium hot rolling, 
coupled with microstructure models, has been 
proven to predict the grain size distribution and the 
recrystallized volume fraction in the hot rolled 
material after single pass rolling [4, 5]. In the present 
work a FE microstructure model is applied to 
simulate multi-pass laboratory rolling in order to 
investigate the influence of initial rolling 
temperature and inter-pass time on the 
microstructure evolution of AA6082. The numerical 
calculation helps to optimize the hot rolling process 
with regard to product properties. 
 
2 EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 
2.1 Homogenization and hot rolling experiments 
The cast material, aluminium alloy 6082 (delivered 
from AMAG rolling GmbH, Table 1), was 
homogenized in an air circulated furnace at 
temperatures of 550 and 580°C for 10h in order to 
investigate the influence of different homogenization 
temperatures on the subsequent grain structure 
evolution. 
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Table 1: Chemical composition of AA6082 in weight per cent 
Si  Mn  Zn Fe Mg 
1.1-1.2  0.45-0.55 <0.1 <0.3 0.75-0.85 
Ti  Cu  Cr Al 
<0.05  0.05-0.1  <0.15 bal. 
 
The homogenized samples (19x150x150mm) were 
hot rolled in multipass process at two different initial 
temperatures (550 and 580°C) on a laboratory mill. 
The experimental pass schedule is shown in table 2. 
The rolling speed was set constant at 0.4m/s. 
 
Table 2: Pass schedule 
Pass   reduction per pass, % 
1    10 
2    15 
3    20 
4    30 
5    40 
 
The inter-pass time was fixed to 5 seconds. To 
preserve the achieved microstructure of the plate 
after hot rolling, it was quenched with water with a 
manipulation time of approximately 3 seconds. 
The temperature was measured with a pyrometer in 
the plate centre after each pass. The result is given in 
table 3. 
 
Table 3: History plot of the measured temperature during hot 
rolling after homogenizations at 550 and 580°C 
Passes  550°C   580°C 
1  491   520 
2  439   461 
3  384   421 
4  340   358 
5  318   338 
 
2.2 Investigation of the substructure evolution 
Samples were upset at varying Zener-Hollomon 
parameter Z to true strains of 0.8 and subsequently 
were quenched by water. 
EBSD-analyses were applied in order to investigate 
the subgrain structure evolution as a function of Z. 
Figure 1 depicts the decreasing steady state subgrain 
size δss with increasing ln(Z). Hence follows the 
relationship between the subgrain size and the 
deformation parameters in the steady-state regime 
 
LnZss *0318.08274.0
1 +−=−δ   (1). 
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Figure 1: Subgrain size as a function of Zener-Hollomon 
parameter for AA6082 
3 FE SIMULATION AND MICROSTRUCTURE 
MODEL 
In this section a fully thermomechanical 3D FE 
model is adopted using FORGE3 according to the 
experimental procedure outlined in section 2.1. Due 
to the geometrical symmetry, a quarter of the plate is 
modelled. A very fine element size is applied to 
reduce any possible error caused by the mesh. 
Simulation has been carried out to study the 
substructure evolution in two dimensions. 
Figure 2 presents the finite element analysis model. 
The workpiece is initially pushed into the roll gap by 
a punch. Once the net frictional force is large 
enough to draw the workpiece into the roll gap, the 
workpiece and the punch separate. A Tresca friction 
factor of 0.6 was used. A heat transfer coefficient 
between the roll and the plate of 18kWm
-2
K
-1
 was 
chosen [4]. 
 
 
Figure 2: Finite element analysis model with the symmetrical 
quarter of the plate, the pushed and the roll 
 
The material behavior is described by the following 
constitutive equation: 
 
 3
ασ 11arcsin /1 ⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛= np ZAh    (2), 
and 
⎟⎟⎠⎞⎜⎜⎝⎛= TRQZ expϕ&     (3), 
where σp is the peak stress and T, R as well as ϕ&  
have their usually meanings. 
The material constants α, n, Q and A (table 4) were 
found using regression analysis of flow curves of 
AA6082. 
 
Table 4: Constants for the constitutive equation 
Alloy  α n Q[J/mol] A 
AA6082  0.002 9.209 148587         1.684*1019 
 
The relationship between the volume fraction 
statically recrystallised Xv and the holding time t is 
generally represented by the Avrami equation 
 
⎟⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ⎟⎟⎠⎞⎜⎜⎝⎛−−=
k
v
t
t
X
50
693.0exp1   (4), 
 
where k is the Avrami exponent with a commonly 
reported value of 2 and t50 is the time to 50% 
recrystallization. For the calculation of t50, a physical 
model is regarded as revealing the mechanics 
driving the transformation. For the physical model 
[4], t50 is calculated based on the stored energy PD 
and the density of recrystallization nuclei NV 
 
3/1
50
1 ⎟⎟⎠⎞⎜⎜⎝⎛= VD NPMCt     (5), 
 
where M is a grain boundary mobility and C is a 
material constant. The stored energy is approximated 
by 
⎥⎥⎥
⎥
⎦
⎤
⎢⎢⎢
⎢
⎣
⎡
⎟⎟⎠⎞⎜⎜⎝⎛ ⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛+
+⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛ −=
θθδθ
ρρ
c
ii
D
b
b
Gb
P
ln1
2
)10(ln1
10
2
1
2
  (6), 
 
G is the shear modulus, b is the Burger’s vector, ρi is 
the internal dislocation density, θ is the 
misorientation and θc is the critical misorientation 
for a high angle boundary (15°). The evolution of δ, ρi and θ  is given by 
 ( ) εδδδε δδ δ dd ssss −=    (7), 
( ) εθθεθθ θ dd ss −=     (8), 
and ερσρρρρ d
Z
CCddd rrrrr )2(
2/1
1 −=+= −+  (9), 
where δss and θss are respectively the subgrain size 
and misorientation at steady-state deformation, εδ 
and εθ are characteristic strains, ρr is the random 
dislocation density, σf is the flow stress, C1 as well 
as C2 are constants. 
The initial dislocation density consists of two parts 
– ρr and ρg, which is the geometrical necessary 
dislocation density [4] 
 
gri ρρρ +=      (10) 
For site saturated nucleation, the recrystallized 
grain size is simply approximated by 
 
3/1)( −= Vrex NDd     (11), 
where D is constant. 
4 GRAIN STRUCTURE COMPARISON 
BETWEEN EXPERIMENT AND 
SIMULATION 
The Figure 3 shows the resulting subgrain structure 
in the plate center by EBSD-nalysis after the last 
pass. The elongated grains are located in the rolling 
direction. At the grain boundaries the nucleation of 
recrystallized grains is observable. 
 
   
Figure 3: Subgrain structure analysis by EBSD. Low angle 
boundaries in black, high angle boundaries in white. Initial 
rolling temperature of a) 550°C and b) 580°C 
 
From EBSD-analysis the measured average 
subgrain sizes after the last pass were determined 
(table 5). 
 
Table 5: Measured subgrain size after the last pass, δss [μm] 
Initial rolling temperature [°C]  δss 
550°C     2.6 
580°C     3.2 
a b
 4
 
In Figure 4 the calculated subgrain size evolution 
during the last pass is depicted experimentally for an 
initial temperature of 550°C. Due to the contact 
between the roll and the plate the latter cools down, 
hence the subgrain size decreases. When the plate 
temperature increases and stabilizes because of 
dissipation of deformation energy, the subgrain size 
reaches a steady state. 
Subgrain size
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Figure 4: Subgrain size evolution in the plate center during 
pass 5 for an initial rolling temperature of 550°C 
The statically recrystallized volume has been 
analysed by light microscopy (Figure 5), therefore 
samples were cut from the plate center, grinded, 
polished and etched according to Weck (1. 90ml 
H2O, 10ml H3PO4; 2. 100ml H2O, 4g KMnO4, 1g 
NaON) 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5: Microstructure in the rolled plate center after the last 
pass at an initial rolling temperature of a) 550°C and b) 580°C. 
Statically recrystallized grains are located at elongated 
deformed grains 
The microstructure after the last pass indicates the 
beginning of statically recrystallization (<10%), 
whereas at 580°C the recrystallization apparently is 
more advanced. The calculations from the physical 
model also show the onset of static recrystallization, 
however with even smaller volume fractions (<1%). 
5 SUMMARY 
In this work, the effect of the initial rolling 
temperature on the microstructure evolution during 
and after hot rolling of AA6082 was described. A 
commercial FEM package FORGE3 was used to 
predict the subgrain structure evolution during 
rolling as well as the grain structure development 
after multi-pass hot rolling. 
It was shown that the homogenization temperature, 
i.e. the initial rolling temperature has a reasonable 
influence on the final grain structure, because the 
subgrain structure strongly influences the subsequent 
statically recrystallization. Both calculations and 
experimental analysis indicate a rather smaller 
amount of statically recrystallization. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Various metallurgical processes, including PM 
routes, are used to obtain alloys with intermetallic 
phases [1,7]. For the synthesis of powders 
mechanical alloying may be used [2]. SHS, self 
propagation high temperature synthesis, has been 
employed to obtain intermetallics from homogenous 
powder mixtures [3]. This research deals with Fe-Al 
for which, considering the significant difference in 
their melting points, it is difficult to obtain materials 
with repeatable composition and structure. In this 
system intermetallic Fe-Al phases obtained from 
powders via the SHS process and hot processing are 
charecterised by good high temperature corrosion 
resistance and adequate mechanical properties, 
which strongly depend on the forming conditions  
[4,5]. In the binary system Fe-Al two intermetallics 
Fe-Al and Fe3Al can constitute the matrix for 
potential construction materials.The phase Fe3Al 
appears in alloys with 23-36 at % aluminium, while 
the FeAl phase in 36-48at%Al. The main 
disadvantage of the alloys based on FeAl and Fe3Al 
phases is low plasticity at room temperature and low 
strength at elevated temperatures.  
1.1 Aim and Scope of the Investigation 
The aim of this research is to determine the 
influence of deformation temperature of the 
preforms of iron and aluminium powder mixes on 
the flow, density and mechanical properties, taking 
account also of the tool shape. The chosen 
processing route was first to cold densify and then 
heat and deform at an elevated temperature. The 
flow of two component Fe-40at%Al material during 
forming in the shape die were to be analysed using 
Larstran Shape program. 
1.2 Material Characteristics  
Two powder mixtures containing 30 and 40 at% of 
RAl-1 aluminium, balance iron WPL, were prepared 
in a two-cone mixer with steel balls. The 
morphology of the particles is shown in Fig. 1. 165 g 
samples were consolidated in an hydraulic press at 
175 MPa into preforms with diameter φ = 48 mm, 
and  20 mm  in height. The densities of the 40 and 
30%Al preforms were 4,49±0,31 and 4,56±0,23 
g/cm3, respectively. 
 
Fe-Al PM preforms from powder mixes with 30 and 40at% Al were heated and closed-die forged at 500 or 
550ºC to yield materials with porosity lower than 10 %. Brinell hardness, bend and compression strengths 
were determined, also after 4 h heat treatment at 540ºC. The content of the Fe-Al intermetallics depends on 
forging temperature and heat treatment. Optimum bend strength reached, 153 MPa, was for 30%Al alloy, 
forged at 550ºC and heat-treated. Larstran Shape program was used to simulate shape manufacturing by 
closed - die forging. 
 
Key words: Fe-Al PM alloy, closed-die forging, mechanical properties, shape forging, simulation  
Technological Problems of Closed- Die Forging                           
of Powder Metallurgy Fe-Al Preforms 
S.Szczepanik1 
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The preforms were heated to 500 or 550 ºC, and then 
formed in closed dies using flat punches. The 
forming was accomplished in one stroke in a screw 
press at about 526 MPa. Fig. 2 shows an example of 
the change in forging force during deformation. The 
densities of the preforms were measured using the 
Archimedes’method. 
 
a)  
 
b)  
 
Fig. 1. Morphology of WPL -a and RAl-1 –b powder particles. 
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Fig. 2. Force diagram during forging of Fe-30%at Al  
preforms at 550C in closed dies with flat punches. 
 
These were  5,16 and 5,57 g/cm3  for 40 and 30% Al 
forged at 500 ºC and for forging at  550ºC, 5,23 and 
5,52 g/cm3, respectively. Some specimens were 
additionally argon annealed for 4 hrs at 540ºC. This 
resulted in density increases: for 40 at %Al forged at 
500ºC from 5,16 to 5,21g/cm3, for forged at 550 ºC 
from 5,39 to 5,62 g/cm3 and correspondingly for 
30at%Al from 5,60 to 5,81 g/cm3 and from 5,36 to 
5,54 g/cm3, respectively.  
1.3 Mechanical properties  
Brinnel hardness (indenter with diameter d=2,5 mm 
and applied force of 62,5 kG) and compression and 
bend strengths for materials processed by forging 
and additional annealing are presented in Table 1. 
Fractographic observations of bend specimens 
showed that the brittle failures were associated with 
pores and fracture took place along prior particle 
boundaries, as illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4. 
 
Table 1. Mechanical properties of the Fe-Al materials 
 Material Forming 
temperature 
°C 
Brinell 
hardness 
HB 
Bend 
strength 
MPa 
Compression 
strength, 
MPa 
66±2 130±21 190 500 
62±3* 115±35* 201* 
68±3 138±6 208 
Fe- 
40%at Al 
550 
93±2* 91±14* 229* 
76±6 120±25 208 500 
65±5* 109±28* 207* 
80±7 153±16 233 
Fe- 
30%at Al 
550 
87±3* 92±8* 242* 
* after annealing: 540 ºC/4h 
 
   
           a)              b)  
Fig. 3. Fractograph of Fe-40at%Al material: a- after forging at 
500oC, b – as a) and annealed at 540oC for 4 h.  
 
     
            a)          b)  
Fig. 4. Fractograph of Fe-40at% Al material: a – after forging, 
b- as a) and annealed at 540 oC for 4 h. 
1.3 Shape Forming Trials 
Shape forging of the preforms was performed at 
550oC. An example of a force – time diagram during 
Fo
rc
e,
 
kN
 
Time, s 
forging is shown in Fig.5. Typical stages visible on 
the curve are: indentation of the punch into material, 
filling the die and filling the corner of the die with 
strongly increase in force. Fig. 6 illustrates the 
forgings; the resultant dimensions are recorded in 
Table 2. 
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Fig. 5. Force variation during forging at 550oC with top and 
bottom shape punches with joggle of φ = 30 mm diameter  
 
 
Fig. 6. Closed-die forged preforms: a-Fe-40at %Al, b- Fe-
30at% Al  
 
Table 2. Shape and density of the forgings   
 
Forging shape  Material  Forging 
temperature  
ºC 
Density 
g/cm3 
Fe-40%atAl 5,46 
 
Fe-30%atAl 5,44 
Fe-40%atAl 5,40 
 
Fe-30%atAl 
 
 
550 
5,23 
1.4 Numerical analysis of die forging   
Larstran Shape program was used to simulate shape 
manufacturing by closed - die forging [8]. The 
simulation was of material flow during forging using 
shape top punch with φ 20 mm diameter of the 
joggle and flat bottom of the die. The boundary 
conditions for the die were: punch velocity – 200 
mm/s,  die temperature  – 300ºC, friction coefficient 
– 0,1 and material temperature 550ºC. The stress-
strain relationship for iron and aluminium were 
defined by the Hensel –Spittel equation [9]. 
Calculations of the simulations employed a 88- step 
thermo-mechanical model. Die with workpiece and 
the shape of the forging are shown in Fig. 7. 
        (a)  
 
       (b) 
 
       (c) 
Fig. 7. Model generated for the simulation –a, initial Fe– 40% Al 
specimen –b and forging –c. 
 
The simulation yielded information about distribution 
of equivalent strain, equivalent stress and temperature 
in material in intermediate and finished stages of 
forging, illustrated in Fig. 8.  
During the intermediate stage of forging, higher 
values of equivalent strain, 2.0, appear in material in 
the contact zone of web of the forging with the 
punch. In the remainder of the forging zone, 
equivalent strains are smaller than 1.0. The highest 
values, 2.6, appear in the end stage of the deformation 
a) 
b) 
Time, s 
Fo
rc
e,
 
kN
 
- in the forging zone under the punch. In the 
remainder of the forging they were smaller than 1.3. 
 
a)  
 
b)  
 
c)  
 
Fig. 8. Distribution of equivalent: a- strain, b- stress 
 and c- temperature  
 
In zones with higher aluminum concentration the 
values of equivalent stresses are higher. In these zones 
their value are 200 to 270 MPa during the 
intermediate stage and about 275 MPa during the 
finished stage of forging.  
During the intermediate stage of forging temperature 
of 565 ºC was reached in the central zone of forging, 
with lower temperature of about 500 ºC in the contact 
zone of punch and the surface of the die. In the 
finished stage of deformation, the highest local 
temperature of 715 ºC appeared in the forging zone of 
the highest equivalent strain. In the remainder of the 
forging the temperatures were 500 to 570 ºC.   
2 CONCLUSIONS 
The mechanical properties of Fe-Al materials 
obtained by hot closed-die forging of PM preforms 
depend on chemical composition and forming 
parameters. This method of consolidation results in 
densities reaching nearly theoretical values. 
Additional annealing at 540ºC for 4 h in argon 
causes small increases in density. As to hardness, for 
forging at 500ºC, it decreases, while for material 
forged at 550 ºC it increases considerably. The 
highest hardness of 93 HB was achieved after 
forging at 550ºC an annealing of Fe-at40% Al.  
Annealing of Fe-Al material resulted in decreases of 
bend strength in comparison with only forged 
material, especially after forging at 550 ºC. The 
highest bend strengths were recorded for materials 
after forging at 550oC, without the annealing. 
Compression strengths were higher for forged mate-
rials after annealing; the highest value, 242 MPa, 
was attained by Fe-30%Al after forging at 550ºC.  
Qualitative and quantitative data about the flow of 
compound, two component materials were obtained 
by sing Larstran Shape program to simulate shape 
manufacturing by closed-die forging. This 
information was adapted to manufacturing of 
forgings from Fe-40% Al performs.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 
The choice of the right software for the modelling of 
dynamic thermo mechanical forming processes 
remains tricky. Many papers deal with finite element 
simulation of quasi-static forming processes but as 
industrial plants are still using drop machines as 
power hammers or forging presses, numerical 
simulation has to be suited to these dynamic 
forgings. This paper describes two plane strain finite 
element models of the upsetting of a simple 
cylindrical workpiece with an energy driven press. 
In the first part of this paper, the actual definitions of 
the process as well as the material behaviour of the 
workpiece and tools are described. The second and 
third parts deal with the results of, respectively, the 
quasi static implicit and dynamic explicit schemes 
applied to the modelling of the process. The last part 
is devoted to the comparison of the results and to 
some explanations of the discrepancies found. 
2 PROCESS DEFINITION 
2.1 Geometry 
Following the definition of the Work Package n°3 of 
the Virtual Intelligent Forging Coordination Action, 
the billet is a 35mm long cylinder with a radius of  
14 mm, made of Inconel 690. The upper and lower 
dies are identical with a circular concave shape with 
a radius of 65 mm and a 10 mm long flat part, (see 
figure 1). Both tools are machined in a 100 mm large 
and 50 mm thick rectangular block of AISI H11 
steel. 
 
Fig. 1. Tool and billet geometries 
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2.2 Billet material 
As no data about the constitutive law of the Inco 690 
was defined by the Work Package n°3, some mix of 
thermal and mechanical properties of the Inco718 
and Inco690 are used for the modelling of this 
forming process. The elastic behaviour is assumed to 
be linear and temperature dependent with values of 
the Young modulus and the Poisson ratio defined in 
Table 1 
 
Table1. Elastic properties of the Inconel 718 
Temperature 
(K) 
Young Modulus 
(MPa) 
Poisson 
ratio 
294 207 000 0.3 
477 196 000 0.3 
700 183 000 0.31 
892 165 000 0.28 
1144 147 000 0.3 
1366 125 000 0.36 
1503 112 000 0.4 
Existing data for the plastic behaviour of this 
material are bounded to 1000K when this process 
considers an initial billet temperature close to 
1500K. Below this temperature, the available data 
for high plastic strain rates presented by Lee et al. 
[1] are used as the screw press can induce plastic 
strain rates in the range of 10 to 100 s-1. For higher 
temperatures as well as lower strain rates, some 
extension of the known visco-plastic properties of 
the Inco718 is introduced following a power law. 
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Fig. 2. Yield strength of the billet material at 1500K 
Figure 2, presents the values of yield strength for the 
initial temperature of the billet and three plastic 
strain rates. For others temperature, the data has 
been calculated with the following constitutive 
visco-plastic law:  
n
p
m
p
T
e Ke εε=σ
β ɺ
 (1) 
with K a material parameter proportional to the 
actual consistency set to 10 MPa in this case. T is 
the absolute temperature of the material, the 
coefficient β for the Inco718 is set equal to 4000K. 
pε  and pεɺ  are respectively the equivalent plastic 
strain and the equivalent plastic strain rate. 
Exponents m and n are two constitutive constants of 
the material are set respectively to the values 0.16 
and 0.2. 
Thermal properties of the billet material are also 
considered temperature dependent although the 
process lasts less than 0.2 s but provisions are made 
for some quenching effects on the skin of the billet 
with the thermal shock induced by the difference 
between temperatures of the dies and of the part 
close to 1000°C. The inner part of the billet might be 
considered as isothermal but this assumption is 
coarse in the vicinity of the billet surface where high 
residual stress will be generated by the steep 
temperature gradient. Table 2 summarizes those 
thermal values 
 
Table2. Thermal properties of the Inconel 718 
Temperature 
(K) 
Conductivity 
(W/m/K) 
Specific Heat 
(J/kg/K) 
Expansion 
Coefficient  
373 15.4 471 1.406E-05 
573 19.1 525 1.453E-05 
773 21. 578 1.519E-05 
973 24.8 631 1.618E-05 
1173 28.5 684 1.701E-05 
1373 32. 738 1.779E-05 
1503 33.78 773 1.828E-05 
The coupling between the thermal and mechanical 
phenomena is controlled with the inelastic heat 
fraction of the mechanical dissipated power 
producing a heat source in the material. This fraction 
is set arbitrarily to 0.9. 
2.3 Die material 
As no data are available for the constitutive law of 
the AISI H11 steel in the definition of the Work 
Package n°3, the die material is considered at 200°C 
as elastic plastic with a Young modulus close to 
210 000 MPa, a Poisson ratio equal to 0.3, a density 
close to 7 800 kg/m3, and an initial yield strength 
close to 1000 MPa. A linear hardening law is 
assumed with a hardening coefficient equal to 
250 MPa. These assumed values of the mechanical 
properties are not temperature dependent and may 
have significant consequences on the mechanical 
behaviour of the tools in the area of the print. The 
specific heat is considered as constant and equal to 
460 J/kg/K. The conductivity and the expansion 
coefficient of the die material are defined in Table 3. 
No data have been found for temperature greater 
than 1088K even though the tools will have contact 
with a hot billet with an initial temperature close to 
1500K. 
 
Table3. Conductivity and expansion coefficient of the AISI 
H11 steel 
Temperature 
(K) 
Conductivity 
(W/m/K) 
Temperatures 
(K) 
Expansion 
coefficient 
373 42.2 373 1.19E-05 
533 36.3 473 1.24E-05 
813 31.5 698 1.28E-05 
948 30.1 813 1.29E-05 
1088 28.6 923 1.33E-05 
2.4 Loading 
The data for the loading are also scarce, the screw 
press has a maximum energy equal to 10 kJ and the 
maximum initial velocity of the upper tool is equal 
to 0.4 m/s, no information about the moving mass 
and the actual energy used in the actual process is 
indicated, these figures lead to an equivalent moving 
mass equal to 125 000 kg. On the first hand, the 
material behaviour of the billet is strain rate 
sensitive at high temperature, on the second hand, 
the process is energy driven, so some kinematic law 
is necessary in order to model this actual process. 
An estimation of the plastic strain energy dissipated 
in the forming process leads to 1 kJ with an 
homogeneous yield stress close to 50 MPa every 
where in the billet. If the screw press worked at its 
maximum energy, its velocity would be reduced 
from 0.4 m/s to 0.392 m/s. So the kinematic law 
would be quite simple with a constant velocity of the 
upper tool, but it is not worthwhile to notice that 
90% of the initial energy would be lost in the anvil 
and the press frame. The simulation presented in this 
paper uses this assumption that seems not realistic. 
2.5 Boundary conditions 
Mechanical boundary conditions are simple with the 
lower die supported on the vertical direction and the 
upper die impelled with a vertical movement. The 
geometrical rugosity of the tools and billet is not 
introduced in the simulation. As the tools are 
lubricated with graphite, no friction is considered on 
the interface with the billet (perfect slinding). Heat 
transfer boundary conditions are three fold. As the 
initial temperature of the billet is close to 1500K, 
radiation must be considered. An estimation of the 
power induced in this kind of heat transfer leads to a 
flux close to 170 kW/m2. This is more than the 
convection contribution that is evaluated to 
25 kW/m2, but much less than the conduction heat 
transfer. Assuming a heat transfer coefficient lying 
in the range 1000-10000 W/(m2.K), the heat flux 
between the billet and the die in the area of contact 
may be estimated between 1000 and 10000 kW/m2. 
In this paper, only conductive heat transfer will be 
considered as a model with radiating and convection 
heat transfers confirmed the negligible contribution 
of these phenomena. 
3 DYNAMIC EXPLICIT SCHEME 
Both simulations presented in this paper are 
conducted with Abaqus software, release 6.5. with 
coupled temperature-displacement procedures, the 
results obtained with Abaqus/Explicit are presented 
first. In both cases, the results are presented at the 
same instant, 0.04 s after the first contact. Further 
displacements would need remeshing as many 
elements degenerate with plastic strain reaching 
250% in few area of the billet. 
3.1 Meshing and loading 
The geometries of the dies and billet are meshed 
with CPE4RT, 4-node plane strain thermally 
coupled quadrilateral elements with bilinear 
displacement and temperature shape functions, 
reduced integration, and hourglass control. In a first 
attempt of the modelling of this process, coarse 
meshes are used for the billet as well as for the dies, 
see figure 3. The same meshes are used for the quasi 
static implicit integration scheme in order to have 
the same geometry approximations in both 
simulations. 
The upper die is linked to a point mass, the value of 
which set to 125 000 kg and this moving mass has 
an initial velocity equal to 0.4 m/s when the contact 
between the billet and the upper die takes place. 
 
Fig. 3. Billet mesh 
3.2 Results 
With such coarse meshes, temperature distribution in 
the deformed billet indicates that only a thin layer of 
the billet is affected by the conduction heat transfer 
with the die contact. With the value of the heat 
transfer coefficient set for the billet-die contact, the 
surface temperature of the billet decreases from 
1500K to 1200K when the surface temperature of 
the die increases from 473K to 800K. These 
temperature changes take place in a 2 mm thick 
layer under the surfaces of the deformed billet and 
the dies. If better predictions of the residual stress in 
the billet are necessary, finer mesh under the billet 
surface must be built on the geometry as the heat 
transfer is very hard with a temperature difference 
between the dies and the billet close to 1000°C. 
In this range of temperatures, the billet material 
keeps low yield strength. In this case, 0.04 s after the 
first contact, the maximum equivalent von Mises 
stress is equal to 5 MPa but the maximum equivalent 
plastic strain reaches 250 %, see figure 4. 
 
Fig. 4. Plastic strain distribution in the billet  
 
The most significant feature of this modelling is the 
deformed shape of the billet without any start of 
flash forming. The small plastic strain of the dies has 
to be noticed. 
4 QUASI STATIC IMPLICIT SCHEME 
In this case, the loading is a displacement with a 
constant velocity equal to 0.4 m/s. The temperature 
distribution is very similar to the explicit integration 
scheme simulation as heat transfer is mainly 
controlled by time. 0.04 s after the first contact, this 
modelling predicts a large flash on the symmetry 
plane of the billet. Figure 5 shows the shape 
differences between those two simulations.  
At this instant, the maximum equivalent von Mises 
stress is only equal to 1.5 MPa and the maximum 
equivalent plastic strain remains under 140%. 
Nevertheless, plastic strain distribution in the 
deformed billet is not realistic as no remeshing was 
carried out. In the flash, elements are highly 
distorted and such a result can only give an idea of 
the final shape. 
 
 
 
Fig. 5. Billet shape after forging 
Those differences can partially be explained with 
volume changes. Initial billet volume is identical for 
implicit and explicit model. A the end of forming 
simulations, the loss of volume is 0.8% using the 
implicit scheme and 2.8% using the explicit scheme. 
5 CONCLUSIONS 
This simple example shows that the choice between 
a quasi static implicit scheme and a dynamic explicit 
one is not straightforward. In this paper, two 
simulations of the closed die forming of a cylindrical 
bar with a screw press are carried out with the same 
material data and the same meshes and lead to 
different result on the deformation process. It has 
been checked that he thermal effects are reduced to 
conduction heat transfer between the deformed billet 
and the dies. The quasi static implicit integration 
scheme predicts a blade with a flash when the 
dynamic explicit integration scheme forecasts larger 
strain in the dies induced by dynamic effects and a 
blade without any flash. This important discrepancy 
of the two predictions must be scrutinized once the 
actual conditions of the process will be defined for a 
better numerical analysis of the different 
phenomenon. 
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